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Abstract

This paper is an introduction to intersection type disciplines, with the aim
of illustrating their theoretical relevance in the foundations of -calculus.
We start by describing the well-known results showing the deep connection
between intersection type systems and normalization properties, i.e., their
power of naturally characterizing solvable, normalizing, and strongly normalizing pure -terms. We then explain the importance of intersection types
for the semantics of -calculus, through the construction of ﬁlter models and
the representation of algebraic lattices. We end with an original result that
shows how intersection types also allow to naturally characterize tree representations of unfoldings of -terms (B\"ohm trees).
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Introduction

Pure -calculus [15, 54, 90], as is well-known, formalizes the algorithmic notion of
function, which –in contrast to the set-theoretic notion –does not need explicit
deﬁnitions of domain and codomain. However, computational objects come naturally with some kind of type distinctions, and concrete algorithms are generally
intended to operate on certain types (i.e., set-theoretically, domains) of inputs to
produce certain types of outputs; generic algorithms –say, a sorting algorithmmay operate on diﬀerent concrete types of input, giving results whose type may
depend on the input types (e.g., the sorted sequence will be of the same type of
the original sequence).
These aspects of algorithms are described by -calculi endowed with type systems, where, in addition to -terms, one also has type expressions, built from
atomic types and type constructors. -calculus being a theory of (higher-order)
functions, the essential constructor is the arrow. For what concerns atomic types,
they can be limited to (an inﬁnite set of) type variables, since many properties of
algorithms in relation with types may be studied without introducing predeﬁned
basic types with their constant names int, bool, etc., somehow as in pure -calculus
the general theory of functions is better done without individual (integer, boolean,
etc.) constants with special reduction rules (i.e., -rules).
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There are basically two kinds of type systems [16]: the systems \‘a la Church
[24], also called typed calculi, and the systems \‘a la Curry $[37, 38]$ , also called type
assignment systems. In typed -calculi every term comes with its own type, and
the same holds for all its subterms, starting from variables; for each type (i.e.,
type expression )
the existence of an inﬁnity of typed variables
is assumed. Legal terms are only the well-typed terms, i.e. those built following
the typing rules; types are integral parts of terms, though subterm types are often
omitted in practice. For example, the simplest of such systems [90] consists of two
rules only, for the application and the abstraction respectively:
$\lambda$

$x^{\sigma},$

$\sigma$

$y^{\sigma},$

$z^{\sigma},$

$\ldots$

1. if

$M^{\sigma\rightarrow\tau}$

2. if

$M^{\tau}$

and

$N^{\sigma}$

are (well-typed!) terms, then

is a term, then

$(\lambda x^{\sigma}.M^{\tau})^{\sigma\rightarrow\tau}$

$(M^{\sigma\rightarrow\tau}N^{\sigma})^{\tau}$

is a term;

is a term.

As is generally observed, the above type system is too restrictive, in the same sense
as the type discipline of the programming language Pascal proved to be too rigid.
It forces algorithms that may operate uniformly on a variety of types to split into
, which
an inﬁnity of typed functions, like the standard example of the identity
, one for each possible type
splits into an inﬁnity of typed identities
.
A type as signment system, on the other hand, is a system of typing rules by
which terms of the pure untyped -calculus may be assigned (one, or more generally,
inﬁnite) types. Thus an untyped term, instead of splitting into diﬀerent typed
terms, merely turns out to be typable with diﬀerent types; for example, the identity
, such as
will be typable with all types of the form
, etc. In general, not all terms will be typable, and diﬀerent systems may diﬀer
both in the class of terms that are typable and in the types that can be assigned
to typable terms.
, which
The assignment of a type to a term is a statement of the form
may depend on as sumptions about the types of free variables. It may therefore
be written as a judgment of the form
where , which is usually called
a type basis or a type environment, is a ﬁnite set of assumptions of the form
,
, with
:
:
:
all distinct. The notation is justiﬁed by
the analogy with the judgment that a proposition is derivable from the as sumptions
. A type as signment system may then be viewed as a naturaldeduction inference system [80], consisting of at least one axiom for the variables,
and two rules for application and abstraction respectively:
$\lambda x.x$

$(\lambda x^{\sigma}.x^{\sigma})^{\sigma\rightarrow\sigma}$

$\sigma$

$\lambda$

$\sigma\rightarrow\sigma$

$\varphi\rightarrow\varphi,$

$(\varphi\rightarrow\chi)\rightarrow(\varphi\rightarrow$

$\chi)$

$ M:\sigma$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\tau$

$x_{1}$

$\sigma_{1},$

$x_{2}$

$\sigma_{2},$

$\ldots$

$x_{n}$

$\sigma_{n}$

$x_{1},$

$\ldots,$

$\Gamma$

$x_{n}$

$\sigma$

$\sigma_{1},$

$\Gamma,$

$\ldots,$

$\sigma_{n}$

$ x:\sigma\vdash x:\sigma$

(var)

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}(\rightarrow E)$

$\frac{\Gamma,x:\sigma\vdash M:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau}(\rightarrow I)$

The above axioms and rules are identical to the inference rules of the implicative
propositional logic, and illustrate in its simplest form the well-known Curry-Howard
correspondence between types and propositions [37, 38, 58, 91]. Types correspond
1We will denote type variables by the Greek letters
, possibly with subscripts.
the Greek letters
$\sigma,$

$\tau,$

$\rho$

$\varphi,$

$\chi,$

$\psi$

, and general type expressions by
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to propositions, terms are codings of natural-deduction derivations, -reduction is
cut elimination (in the extended sense of proof normalization step both for sequent
calculi and for natural deduction, where sometimes it is called, more properly,
detour elimination [80]).
In a type assignment system limited to the above axiom and rules all the typable
terms are (strongly) normalizable [89]; equivalently, all the proofs in the above logic
are reducible (using an arbitrary reduction strategy) to normal forms (i.e., proofs
without cuts or equivalently without detours).
In other words, every computer program represented by a typable term is guaranteed to terminate, with any computation strategy. However, the class of -terms
(and therefore of programs) typable in this system is very restricted, since it corresponds to the generalized polynomial functions of natural numbers.
If this type assignment system is compared with the simply typed -calculus \‘a
Church,
la
it can easily be seen that they actually are two notational variants of
the same system, in the precise sense that a term $M$ is typable \‘a la Curry with
\‘a la Church that is typed with the
a type if and only if there exists a term
same type and is identical (when types are erased) to $M[16]$ .
The distinction between the two kinds of systems would thus appear inessential.
However, this is in general no longer true for more complex systems, where there
may not be such a natural correspondence between typed calculi and type assignment systems, so that the distinction makes perfectly sense.
The propositions-as-types analogy can be trivially extended from the implication to the logical conjunction [60] (which we denote by the symbol&), if we enrich
the pure -calculus with the pair constructor and selectors, along with their special
reduction rules:
$fst\{.lDf, N\}\rightarrow M$
.
$\beta$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$M^{\prime}$

$\sigma$

$\sigma$

$\lambda$

$snd\langle M, N\rangle\rightarrow N$

The rules of&-introduction and &-elimination exactly correspond to the typing
rules for the new constructs, and the logical conjunction \sigma &\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$} of propositions
exactly corresponds to the cartesian product
of types:
$\sigma\times\tau$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\Gamma\vdash N:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash\langle M,N\rangle:\sigma\&\tau}(\& I)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\&\tau}{\Gamma\vdash fstM:\sigma}(\& E)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\&\tau}{\Gamma\vdash sndM:\tau}(\& E)$

There is, however, another sense of the word “and”, directly in the language
of types and unrelated with the ordinary Curry-Howard correspondence: we may
want to express within the system that a term may be assigned both a type
and a type $\tau[28]$ . The introduction and elimination rules that naturally arise are
therefore:
$\sigma$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}(\wedge I)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma}(\wedge E)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}(\wedge E)$

The new type constructor does not correspond [52] to any logical connective in the
ordinary propositions-as-types analogy, which refers to minimal or intuitionistic
logics, and must therefore not be confused with the above mentioned conjunctiontype as cartesian product type. As a matter of fact, in proof-theoretic terms the
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is not merely that there are proofs for the two
meaning of the formula
propositions
and , but that the two proofs are identical (since the term $M$ ,
which codes the proof of , also codes the proof of ) $[65]$ . At the same time, since
the introduction rule does introduce a new type construction, i.e. a new composed
proposition, but does not introduce a new term construction, the correspondence
between terms and proofs no longer holds in a strict sense. A propositions-as-types
correspondence has recently been found with a form of relevant logic [93], but we
will not discuss it here.
The type assignment system obtained by adding to the rules for the arrow the
rules for the intersection turns out to possess the remarkable property of exactly
characterizing the class of the strongly normalizable -terms, i.e., a term is strongly
normalizable if and only if it is typable in this system [77].
Moreover, since the notion of intersection type is based on an intuitive set-theoretic
interpretation, the introduction of a universal type , representing the set of all
terms, is rather natural [33]. This meaning of the new and only type constant can
be expressed formally by a new typing rule–or better, axiom–which states that
every term may be assigned the type :
$\sigma\wedge\tau$

$\tau$

$\sigma$

$\tau$

$\sigma$

$\lambda$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\omega$

$(\omega)$

It turns out that the type system resulting from the system with intersection types
by the addition of the rule
, where by deﬁnition all terms are typable, allows
a straightforward type characterization of the class of normalizable terms, i.e. the
terms possessing normal forms, i.e., the terms representing the total recursive functions.
Namely, normalizable terms are exactly those that can be typed with a type having
no occurrences of , though of course may occur in the derivation itself [33] (if it
does not occur in the derivation either, the derivation is actually in the restricted
typing system without , and the term is therefore not only normalizable but in
particular strongly normalizable [77]).
Finally, the system with also allows, as we will see, a simple type characterization
of terms possessing head normal forms [33].
The complete type assignment system, which is known in the literature as the
system CDV, is reported, for the reader ease, in Table 1, along with the syntax of
type expressions. The system without rule
will be referred to as the system
$CDV_{\psi}$ .
$(\omega)$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$(\omega)$

1.1

Summary

Sections 2 to 9 are devoted to the proof-theoretical properties of intersection type
as signment systems and to their power in characterizing normalizing and strongly
normalizing pure -terms. They are kept at an informal level of exposition since our
aim is to introduce the reader to the main ideas behind these systems. Therefore we
avoid details of complex syntactical proofs, giving hints toward them and referring
the reader to the literature.
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of types is deﬁned by:

$:=\omega|\varphi$

I

$(\sigma\rightarrow\sigma)|(\sigma\wedge\sigma)$

ranges over a denumerable set

of type variables.

$\mathcal{T}\mathcal{V}$

The Type Assignment System
$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash x:\sigma$

(var)

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\tau\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma}{\Gamma\vdash MN:\tau}\rightarrow(\rightarrow E)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}(\wedge I)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}(\wedge E)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma}(\wedge E)$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\omega$

$\frac{\Gamma,x:\sigma\vdash M:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau}(\rightarrow I)$

$(\omega)$

Table 1: The system CDV

Sections 10 to 12 treat the semantics of type assignment. Here we give a heuristic exposition, centered on the justiﬁcation of the ﬁlter model construction. More
technical parts are also given, but often only sketched.
Finally, Section 13 concerns the tree representation of the unfolding of a -term
and its characterization via typings. This is the original contribution of the present
$\lambda$

paper.
We conclude with suggestions of further readings in Section 14.

2

Some Examples of Typings

If we identify each type with the set of terms that –w.r. . a suﬃciently large
(actually inﬁnite) basis–are typable with that type, and we thus read the colon
as a membership symbol, the intersection typing rules are nothing but the settheoretic deﬁnition of intersection, and we immediately obtain for this identity the
usual properties of set intersection:
$t$

idempotence:
commutativity:
associativity:
the universe is the neutral element:

$\sigma\wedge\sigma=\sigma$

$\sigma\wedge\tau=\tau\wedge\sigma$

$(\sigma\wedge\tau)\wedge\rho=\sigma\wedge(\tau\wedge\rho)$
$\sigma\wedge\omega=\sigma$

.

In other words, there obviously exists a derivation of
if and only if
there is aderivation of
, etc.
In the following we will implicitly consider type expressions modulo the identity
induced by the above equations, we will write as usual
without parentheses,
$we’ 11$ never write,
. Moreover, to spare parentheses, we
since useless,
or
assume that
.
takes precedence over
$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\sigma$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma$

$\sigma\wedge\tau\wedge\rho$

$\sigma\wedge\sigma$

$\wedge$

$\sigma\wedge\omega$

$\rightarrow$
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To start perceiving the diﬀerence made by the introduction of the intersection,
we must recall that, though in a type assignment system a term may be given a
plurality of types, in the simple system without intersection it cannot have them
“at the same time”, in the sense that each (sub)term occurrence within another
term may only be given one type, though diﬀerent occurrences may be assigned
diﬀerent types. That formally connects with the fact that in the assumptions
there cannot be, by deﬁnition, distinct type as sumptions for the same variable. For
example, self-application cannot be typed, because to type the term $xx$ one should
.
as sume for the variable both a type and a type
hand,
is not violated
intersection,
the
above
constraint
on
the
other
the
With
.
but circumvented: all is needed is to assume for a type of the form
Self-application
can thus be typed, through a successive arrow introduction:

$\Gamma$

$x$

$\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$\sigma$

$(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\wedge\sigma$

$x$

$\lambda x.xx$

$\frac{\frac{x:(}{}(\wedge E)\frac{x:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\wedge\sigma\vdash x:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\wedge\sigma}{xx:\tau\sigma\rightarrow\tau x:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\wedge\sigma\vdash x:\sigma(\rightarrow I)(\rightarrow}x:(\sigma\rightarrow)\wedge\sigma\vdash x:\sigma\rightarrow\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\bigwedge_{\mathcal{T}}\sigma\vdash x:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau.)\bigwedge_{\mathcal{T}}\sigma}{\frac{x\cdot.(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\wedge\sigma\vdash}{\vdash\lambda xxx:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\wedge}}E)(\wedge E)$

A completely diﬀerent approach would consist in admitting recursive type deﬁni.
tions [22], and thus simply equating the two types:
Adding the universal type not only trivially allows the typing of any term,
even the term , i.e., $(\lambda x.xx)(\lambda x.xx)$ , which cannot be typed in any other way,
but-owing to that allows non-trivial (in a sense to be explained later) typings
of terms that are not typable in the system with intersection and arrow only (or,
worse, with arrow alone), for example the term
, or the term
:
$\sigma=\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$\omega$

$\Omega$

-

$ y\Omega$

$\lambda y.y\Omega$

$\frac{y:\omega\rightarrow\sigma\vdash y:\omega\rightarrow\sigma(var)y:\omega\rightarrow\sigma\vdash\Omega:\omega(\omega)}{\frac{y:\omega\rightarrow\sigma\vdash y\Omega:\sigma}{\vdash\lambda y.y\Omega:(\omega\rightarrow\sigma)\rightarrow\sigma}(\rightarrow I)}(\rightarrow E)$

(1)

The presence of the universal type also allows new non-trivial typings for terms
already typable by intersection, since subterm typings may now be replaced by
-typings: instead of being obliged to type every subterm, if the subterm is in
argument position, we may choose to completely disregard its structure as if it
were undeﬁned, and simply assign it the type .
For example, for the term
we have the following additional type as signment derivations:
$\omega$

$\omega$

$\lambda x.xx$

$\frac{x:\sigma\vdash xx:\omega(\omega)}{\vdash\lambda x.xx:\sigma\rightarrow\omega}(\rightarrow I)$

$\frac{x:\omega\rightarrow\tau\vdash x:\omega\rightarrow\tau(var)x:\omega\rightarrow\tau\vdash x:\omega(\omega)}{\frac{x:\omega\rightarrow\tau\vdash xx:\tau}{\vdash\lambda x.xx:(\omega\rightarrow\tau)\rightarrow\tau}(\rightarrow I)}(\rightarrow E)$

The ﬁxed-point combinator $Y\equiv\lambda f.(\lambda x.f(xx))(\lambda x.f(xx))$ can also be typed, with
an inﬁnity of non-trivial types whose meaning will be examined again later. For
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TREES

two of such typings, namely:
$\vdash Y:(\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1})\rightarrow\sigma_{1}$

and

$\vdash Y:(\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1})\wedge(\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2})\rightarrow\sigma_{2}$

we report the respective derivations, using here the natural-deduction notation
without explicit bases, in order to keep the proof trees more manageable and easier
to read. In this formalism the basis is just the set of undischarged assumptions;
the only discharging rule is arrow introduction:

$\frac{[x:\sigma]^{(i)}M:\tau:}{\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau}(\rightarrow I)(i)$

Discharged assumptions are enclosed in square brackets, and labeled with numbers:
these numbers are reported at
inferences to indicate which assumptions those
inferences actually discharge. Observe that here there is a slight mismatch with
the previous calculus: strictly speaking we do not discharge assumptions out of a
set, but occurrences of assumptions in the derivation tree. More: we are not forced
in the
neither to discharge all of them (i.e. all the occurrences of the premise
leaves of the derivation tree) nor at least one. This is reﬂected by the fact that
weakening is admissible2 in the former calculus, and that it is not required that
occurs in $M$ .
The derivation of the ﬁrst typing is:
$(\rightarrow I)$

$ x:\sigma$

$x$

$\frac{\frac{[f:}{}(\rightarrow.E)\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1}]^{(1)}.xx:\omega(\omega)\frac{f(xx):\sigma_{1}}{\lambda x.f(xx):\omega\rightarrow.\sigma_{1}}(\rightarrow I)\lambda x.f(xx):\omega(\omega)}{\frac{(\lambda xf(xx))(\lambda xf(xx)):\sigma_{1}}{\lambda f.(\lambda xf(xx))(\lambda x.f(xx)):(\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1})\rightarrow\sigma_{1}}(}(\rightarrow E)\rightarrow I)_{(1)}$

Below is the derivation of the second typing, where is
where the omitted subderivation occurs in the previous tree:
$\sigma$

$(\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1})\wedge(\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2})$

, and

$\frac{\frac{[f:\sigma]^{(2)}}{f:\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}}(\wedge E)\frac{[x:\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1}]^{(1)}x:\omega}{\sigma_{1})\rightarrow.\sigma_{2}2xx:\sigma_{1}(\rightarrow I)_{(1)}(\rightarrow E)}}{\frac{f(xx):\sigma}{\lambda x.f(xx):(\omega\rightarrow\lambda f.(\lambda x.f(xx))(\lambda xf(\lambda x.f(},(xx)xx)}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}):(\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1})\wedge(\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2})\rightarrow\sigma_{2})(\lambda x.f(xx)):\sigma_{2}(\rightarrow E)\frac{[f:\sigma]^{(2)}}{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} f(xx):\omega\rightarrow f:\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1}:}(\bigwedge_{\rightarrow}E)\lambda x.\sigma_{1}(I)_{(2)}(\rightarrow E)$

$2A$

rule
$\frac{A_{1}\ldots A_{n}}{B}\mathcal{R}$

,
are derivable in ,
is admissible in a system if, whenever (instances of) its premises
also (the corresponding instance of) its conclusion $B$ is derivable in . The precise statement of
the admissibility of weakening is in the remarks following Deﬁnition 2.1.
$S$

$A_{1},$

$S$

$\ldots$

$A_{n}$

$S$
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In constructing typing derivations one may sometimes want to combine two
independently built trees to obtain a new derivation: to this end the possibly
diﬀerent bases in (the leaves of) the two trees must be put together into a common
one. This works well since weakening is an admissible rule in our systems, provided
we consider (as we do) -terms modulo renaming of bound variables.
‘
of two bases
It is therefore useful to deﬁne the union
and ‘ as the
(of as sumptions
basis consisting of the union set of and , with pairs
. More formally:
on the same variable in the two bases) replaced by
$\lambda$

$\Gamma U+\Gamma$

$\Gamma$

$\Gamma$

$\Gamma$

$x:\sigma,$

$\Gamma$

$ x:\tau$

$ x:\sigma\wedge\tau$

Deﬁnition 2.1 (Union of bases)
$\Gamma U+\Gamma$

{
{
{

$=$
$\cup$

$\cup$

and
‘}
and does not occur in
and does not occur in
$ x:\tau\in\Gamma$

$ x:\sigma\wedge\tau|x:\sigma\in\Gamma$

$ x:\sigma|x:\sigma\in\Gamma$

$ x:\tau|x:\tau\in\Gamma$

‘

$x$

$x$

$\Gamma$

$\Gamma$

}
}.

Accordingly we have:
$\Leftrightarrow\exists\Gamma^{\prime}$

$\Gamma\underline{\in}\Gamma$

.

$\Gamma\cup+\Gamma=\Gamma^{\prime}$

.

Since terms are considered modulo -conversion (i.e., renaming of bound variables), it is easy to verify, by induction on deductions, that weakening is admissible,
more precisely that
.
imply
and
In general, in a type assignment system the form of the term determines the
forms of the types that can be assigned to that term, and possibly to its immediate
subterms. The statement of such a property is traditionally called the generation
lemma [16]; it consists of a sort of “reading backwards” of the typing rules, and it
is essential for the study of the characteristics of atype system.
A proposition of this kind may also be proved for the system CDV [33].
$\alpha$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\tau$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\tau$

$\Gamma\underline{\in}\Gamma$

Lemma 2.2 (Generation Lemma) In the system $CDV$, considering types modulo idempotency, commutativity and associativity:
1.

$\Gamma\vdash x:\tau$

2.

$\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\tau$

$n\geq 1$

and

$\tau\neq\omega$

and
, such that

$\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

4.

$\Gamma\vdash MN:\tau$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\tau_{n},$

3

Types and

$\tau\neq\omega$

only

if there

and only

if

exists

if there

$\sigma$

such that

exist
;

$\sigma_{1},$

$ x:\tau\wedge\sigma\in\Gamma$

$\ldots\sigma_{n},$

;

$\rho_{1},$

$\ldots\rho_{n}$

$\tau_{1},$

$\ldots\tau_{n}$

, with

$\tau=(\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\rho_{1})\wedge\cdots\wedge(\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\rho_{n})$

3.

and
$n\geq 1$ , such that

if and

if and
$\tau\neq\omega$

only

if

if

$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash M:\tau$

;

and only if there exist
, and
.

$\tau=\tau_{1}\wedge\cdots\wedge\tau_{n}$

$\sigma_{1},$

$\ldots\sigma_{n},$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\tau_{1},$

$\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma_{1}$

,

, with

...,

$\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma_{n}$

$\beta$

-convertibility

In every well-behaved type system types are preserved by -reduction, in the sense
that if a term is typable with a certain type, it continues to be typable with that
type after any number of reduction steps. In more concrete terms, in a strongly
$\beta$
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typed programming language, computation cannot change the type of an expression
to a completely diﬀerent and incompatible type, or restrict the set of types that can
be as signed to it; for example, computation cannot transform an integer expression
into a boolean, or transform an integer (and therefore also real) expression into a
real which is not an integer. From a proof-theoretic point of view, that amounts
to the fact that proof normalization does not modify the theorem being proved.
Actually, if we restrict ourselves to arrow types, the typing with of a term
$(\lambda x.M)N$ may only have been obtained by arrow elimination from two typings
respectively of the forms
, and in turn the typing of
and
may only result by arrow introduction, i.e. by deriving the typing $ M:\tau$ from the
assumption
. The typing with of the reduced term $M[N/x]$ is then derived
by plugging a copy of the derivation of
into each occurrence of the assumption
, as sketched in Fig.1.
$\tau$

$\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$ x:\sigma$

$ N:\sigma$

$\lambda x.M$

$\tau$

$ N:\sigma$

$ x:\sigma$

$[x:\sigma]$

...

$[x:\sigma]$

$\beta_{r\epsilon d}\Rightarrow$

$\frac{\frac{M:\tau}{\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow.\tau(\lambda xM}(\rightarrow I)M^{\tau}N:\sigma\fbox{ }}{)N:\tau}(\rightarrow E)$

$M[N/x]^{\tau}$

$ M[N/x]:\tau$

Figure 1:

$\beta$

-reduction

On the other hand, types are in general not preserved by -expansion, and thus
by -convertibility: when computation is “reversed” from $M[N/x]$ to $(\lambda x.M)N$ ,
the type can only be preserved by “unplugging” from $M$ –at all the “sockets”
corresponding to occurrences of the variable-the type derivations of occurrences
of $N$ , and by substituting them with one type assumption for the variable and
one type derivation for $N$ . This is surely feasible if $M$ has exactly one occurrence
of ; on the contrary, if $M$ has multiple occurrences of , the diﬀerent typings of $N$
cannot be uniﬁed unless they are identical. On the other hand, if in $M$ there are no
occurrences of , there is no socket, and thus no type constraint on $N$ , which can
be anything, in particular a non-typable term. In other words, when the number
of occurrences is diﬀerent from one, either there are possibly too many types (i.e.,
more than one) for $N$ , or no type for $N$ .
Clearly, the ﬁrst problem is solved by the intersection, which allows to give $N$ (and
x) the intersection of all the needed types, and the second problem is solved by the
universal type, which allows to type any term [33].
Figure 2 gives a schematic view of the problem and the concerned proof transformations.
As a standard intuitive example of the ﬁrst problem, consider–in a -calculus
enriched with pairs and basic constant types, but the example could be coded
$\beta$

$\beta$

$x$

$x$

$x$

$x$

$x$

$\lambda$
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$[x:\sigma]$
$N^{\sigma}$

$M^{\tau}$

$ N:\sigma$

$\beta_{\exp}\Rightarrow$

$\frac{\frac(\rightarrow I)\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow.\tau N:\sigma M:\tau N^{\sigma}}{(\lambda xM)N:\tau}(\rightarrow E)$

$M[N/x]:\tau M[N/x]^{\tau}$

$[x:\omega]$

$M^{\tau}$

$\beta_{\exp}\Rightarrow$

$\frac{\frac{M:\tau}{\lambda x.M:\omega\rightarrow.\tau(\lambda xM}(\rightarrow I):\dot{N}:\omega;:N^{?!}::-\sim}{)N:\tau}(\rightarrow E)$

$M:\tau M^{\tau}$

$\frac{[x:\sigma_{1}\wedge\sigma_{2}]}{x:\sigma_{2}}(\wedge E)$

$\frac{[x:\sigma_{1}\wedge\sigma_{2}]}{x:\sigma_{1}}(\wedge E)$

$\sigma_{2}$

$N^{\sigma_{1}}$

$M^{\tau}$
$\sigma_{2}$

$\sigma_{1}$

$N:\sigma_{1}$

$N:\sigma_{2}$

$\beta_{\exp}\Rightarrow$

$\frac{\frac{M:\tau}{(\lambda x.M):\sigma_{1}\wedge\sigma_{2}\rightarrow\tau(\lambda x}.(\rightarrow I)\frac{N:\sigma_{1}N:\sigma_{2}}{N:\sigma_{1}\wedge\sigma_{2}}}{M)N:\tau}(\rightarrow E)(\wedge I)$

$M[N/x]:\tau M[N/x]^{\tau}$

Figure 2:

$\beta$

-expansion

true)}. It has
in pure calculus –the term consisting of the pair \langle $(\lambda x.x)3,$
,
type $int\times bool$ , since the ﬁrst occurrence of the identity is given type
bool. The -expanded term
while the second occurrence is given type bool
$(\lambda z.\{z3, ztrue\rangle)(\lambda x.x)$ cannot be typed in the simple system without intersection;
with intersection, on the contrary, it is typable with the same type, since the
identity may be as signed the type $(int\rightarrow int)\wedge(bool\rightarrow bool)$ , and the -abstraction
the type $((int\rightarrow int)\wedge(bool\rightarrow bool))\rightarrow(int\times bool)$ .
$(\lambda x.x)$

$int\rightarrow int$

$\beta$

$\rightarrow$

$\lambda$

The standard example of the second problem is the expansion from a typable
; or, to keep to the pure calculus, from
term, such as the integer 3, to
. The expanded term, which obviously cannot be typed in the
to
keeps the type of the reduced term, simply
simple calculus, in the system with
the type $\omega\rightarrow int-or\lambda yx.x$ the type
because
can be assigned type , and
$(\lambda x.3)\Omega$

$\lambda x.x$

$(\lambda yx.x)\Omega$

$\omega$

$\Omega$

$\omega\rightarrow\varphi\rightarrow\varphi$

$\omega$

$\lambda x.3$

.

Remark that the property of type preservation under -expansion does not hold
in the restricted system $CDV_{\phi}$ (with intersection but without ).
$\beta$

$\omega$
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Unsolvable terms and typing

In any theory of computation an important role is played by the notion of approximation. One wants to formalize the idea that the result of a computation, i.e.,
the information ﬁnally returned as result, is not abruptly and magically created,
but gradually built, step by step, by the computation itself (in contrast to the settheoretic static notion of function as graph). A program may fail to terminate, but
still go on building some information, though never completing it, as for example
in a call of a function whose recursive deﬁnition were $f(x)=x\cdot f(x+1)$ , or in a
program building an inﬁnite list, etc.
Moreover, since in -calculus recursion is simulated through the ﬁxed-point
combinator $Y$ , and reduction does not stop when reaching an abstraction, the
ﬁxed-point combinator itself and all the terms corresponding to recursively deﬁned
functional values do not have normal forms, still they may compute ( $Y$ certainly
does!) something interesting, because they go on repeatedly unfolding their recursive deﬁnitions, and when applied to proper arguments the application may reduce
to a normal form.
This concept of partially computed result is formalized, within the -calculus,
through the notions of head normal form and approximant. Recall that by deﬁnition
a head normal form $(hnf)$ is a term of the form $\lambda x_{1}x_{2}\ldots x_{n}.xM_{1}M_{2}\ldots M_{m}$ with
$m\geq 0$ , and where
is any variable, either free or identical to one of the .
Terms having (i.e., reducible to) head normal forms, or solvable terms, intuitively are the terms which either have normal forms or, though nonterminating,
compute something interesting in the above sense. Thus, the ﬁxed-point combinator $Y$ does not have normal form, but it has $hnf$, and so does, for example, the
functional value corresponding to the recursive deﬁnition of factorial, and generally
every term corresponding to a program that builds some information content.
On the other hand, terms without $hnf$, or unsolvable terms, represent nonterminating programs that do not produce any information content. The simplest
unsolvable term is , corresponding to the recursive deﬁnition $f=f$ (or also
$f()=f())$ , can only be assigned the type . Another example of an unsolvable
term only typable by is $(\lambda x.xxx)(\lambda x.xxx)$ .
, roughly corresponding to the function deﬁnition $g(z)=$
The unsolvable term
where $f=f$ , is immediately recognized to have, in addition to , any type
is typable with the types
. More generally, a term of the form
of the forms:
$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$x$

$n,$

$x_{i}$

$\Omega$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$\lambda z.\Omega$

$f$

$\omega$

$\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.\Omega$

$\sigma\rightarrow\omega$

$\omega$

,

$\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\omega$

,

$\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}\rightarrow\omega$

...

,

$\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}\rightarrow.$

..

$\rightarrow\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\omega$

.

The natural , which is the number of arguments the term has to be applied
before returning , is the order of unsolvability. The term YK, i.e., $Y(\lambda fy.f)$
corresponding to a function whose recursive deﬁnition is $f(y)=f$ , is an unsolvable
term of inﬁnite order, since it has types:
$n$

$\Omega$

$\omega$

,

$\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\omega$

,

$\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}\rightarrow\omega$

,

$\cdot$

..

$\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}\rightarrow$

$\rightarrow\sigma_{i}\rightarrow\omega$

,

$\cdot$

..
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for every natural , as we may easily obtain, owing to the type invariance w.r. .
-conversion, by typing each term of the inﬁnite sequence:
$i$

$t$

$\beta$

YK

$=\beta\lambda y_{1}.YK=\beta\lambda y_{1}y_{2}.YK=\beta$

$=\beta\lambda y_{1}y_{2}\ldots.y_{z}.YK=\beta$

It may be interesting to compare the above types of YK with a recursive type for
the same term: from the recursive deﬁnition $f(y)=f$ we immediately obtain the
equation
. In this case the above sequence of types looks like a sort
of unfolding of the recursive deﬁnition; however, no property of this kind holds in
general, and no signiﬁcant relationship between the present system and recursive
type systems is known.
$\tau=\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

5

Types and Approximants

The deﬁnition of head normal form, as we recalled in the previous section, allows
formalizing the large distinction between computations that do or do not build an
information content. The informal notion itself of (partial) information content or
partially computed result is formalized by associating to every -term $M$ another
term $\alpha(M)$ , which describes the structure of nested head normal forms of the
term [63]. The mapping could be inductively deﬁned as follows.
$\lambda$

$\alpha$

$\alpha(\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.xM_{1}\ldots\lambda f_{m})=\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.x\alpha(M_{1})\ldots\alpha(M_{m})$

$\alpha(\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.(\lambda x.P)QM_{1}\ldots M_{m})=\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.\Omega$

where $m\geq 0$ .
We prefer to think of the closed term
as if it were a new primitive constant
denoting the “indeﬁnite term”, and of as a mapping from ordinary -terms to
-terms, where the set of
-terms is deﬁned by:
$n,$

$\Omega$

$\Omega$

$\lambda$

$\alpha$

$\lambda\Omega$

$\lambda\Omega$

$M$ $::=x|\Omega|\lambda x.M|MM$

.

-terms represent “partial terms”, i.e. ordinary -terms where some subterms
may be indeﬁnite. We thus obtain the following deﬁnition of .
$\lambda\Omega$

$\lambda$

$\alpha$

Deﬁnition 5.1 (approximation mapping)
$\alpha(\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.xM_{1}\ldots M_{m})=\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.x\alpha(AM_{1})\ldots\alpha(M_{m})$
$\alpha(\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.(\lambda x.P)QM_{1}\ldots M_{m})=\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.\Omega$

where

$n,$

$m\geq 0$

.

An approximant of a term $M$ is a term
where $M$ is some term
$M$
convertible to
. The set
of all the approximants of a term $M$ represents
what informally is the set of all the possible partial results of computations of terms
belonging to the same convertibility class as $M$ .
A normalizable term has a ﬁnite number of distinct approximants. If, on the
other hand, $M$ does not have a normal form,
may be ﬁnite or inﬁnite, and
$A\equiv\alpha(M^{\prime})$

$\mathcal{A}(M)$

$\mathcal{A}(M)$
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constitutes a sort of generalized (possibly inﬁnite) normal form. Thus, informally,
if a program $P$ goes on forever building as result an inﬁnite list, its
is the
inﬁnite list itself, represented by all its ﬁnite approximations.
In a sense, if we consider a term $M,$
-being connected with convertibility
-represents both “the past” and “the future” of the term, i.e., both the computation
needed to build it in its (present’ form and the (possibly inﬁnite) result it will
produce.
The type as signment system with intersection and may be extended to
terms without modiﬁcations, thus showing an immediate connection with the approximation structure of terms: if $M$ is a term, the term $\alpha(M)$ precisely amounts
to disregarding subterms corresponding to redexes still to be computed and thus
giving them the type ; conversely, typing with a non-redex subterm, as we did
in Section 2, simply corresponds to typing a term $\alpha(M)$ for an $M$ obtained by
expansion of the concerned subterm.
Then, if we take the types of all the approximants of a term, owing to type
invariance w.r. . conversion, we obtain all the possible types for the term itself. We
thus have the following theorem, whose rather complex proof, based on the above
intuition, may be found in $[31, 44]$ .
$\mathcal{A}(P)$

$\mathcal{A}(M)$

$\lambda\Omega-$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$t$

Theorem 5.2 (Approximation Theorem) A term $M$ is typable by a type
$w.r.t$ . a basis
if and only if there exists an approximant $A$ of $M$ that is typable
by $\sigma w.r.t$ . the same basis.
$\sigma$

$\Gamma$

The set of types assignable to a term thus perfectly reﬂects the approximation
structure of the term.
, which is a
For example, the set
of approximants of the term
normal form, is the set of the
-terms corresponding to all its possible -expanded
forms, which may be characterized through the use of the identity
:
$\lambda x.xx$

$\mathcal{A}(\lambda x.xx)$

$\lambda\Omega$

$\beta$

$I(\equiv\lambda x.x)$

1. an outermost redex, exempliﬁed by

$I(\lambda x.xx)$

, mapped into

2. an abstraction whose body is a redex, like the term
;

$\Omega$

;

$\lambda x.I(xx)$

, mapped to

$\lambda x.\Omega$

3. a

$hnf$

with an inner redex, like the term

4. the term

$\lambda x.xx$

$\lambda x.x(Ix)$

, mapped to

;

, mapped to itself.

We have therefore
approximants are easily seen to be:

$\mathcal{A}(\lambda x.xx)=\{\Omega, \lambda x.\Omega, \lambda x.x\Omega, \lambda x.xx\}$

$\vdash\Omega:\omega$

$\lambda x.x\Omega$

$\vdash\lambda x.\Omega:\sigma\rightarrow\omega$

$\vdash\lambda x.x\Omega:(\omega\rightarrow\tau)\rightarrow\tau$

; the typings of the four

$\vdash\lambda x.xx:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\wedge\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

.

No wonder they are exactly the four diﬀerent typings we had derived in Section 2
occurrences here and
for this term, owing to the obvious identity between the
the -typed subterms there.
$\Omega$

$\omega$
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The set of approximants of
inﬁnite convertibility sequence:
IY

$Y\equiv\lambda f.(\lambda x.f(xx))(\lambda x.f(xx))$

$=Y=\lambda f.f(Yf)=\beta\lambda f.f(f(Yf))=\beta\cdots$

by applying the mapping

$\alpha$

:

$\mathcal{A}(Y)=\{\Omega, \lambda f.\Omega, \lambda f.f\Omega, \lambda f.f(f\Omega), \ldots\}$

As in the previous example, by typing the members of
types we had assigned to $Y$ in Section 2:
$\omega$

,

is obtained from its

$(\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1})\rightarrow\sigma_{1}$

,

.

$\mathcal{A}(Y)$

$(\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1})\wedge(\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2})\rightarrow\sigma_{2}$

we ﬁnd again the

,

...

in general
A
for every natural . This
sequence of typings represents a sort of precise typing of its “inﬁnite normal form”,
in contrast with the typing it receives in recursive type systems, where the types
are all identiﬁed and thus the sequence of
making the sequence
$Y$
collapses in the simple ﬁnite type
intersection types for
.
Analogously, consider again the term YK with its inﬁnite convertibility sequence:
$(\omega\rightarrow\sigma_{1})\wedge(\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2})\wedge\cdots$

$\omega,$

$\sigma_{1},$

$i$

$(\sigma_{i-1}\rightarrow\sigma_{i})\rightarrow\sigma_{i}$

$\sigma_{2},\ldots\sigma_{i},\ldots$

$(\sigma\rightarrow\sigma)\rightarrow\sigma$

YK

$=\beta\lambda y_{1}.YK=\beta\lambda y_{1}y_{2}.YK=\beta$

$=\beta\lambda y_{1}y_{2}\ldots.y_{i}.YK=\beta$

The set of its approximants is then:
$\mathcal{A}(YK)=\{\Omega, \lambda y_{1}.\Omega, \lambda y_{1}y_{2}.\Omega, \ldots, \lambda y_{1}\ldots y_{i}.\Omega, \ldots\}$

which of course gives exactly the types found for YK in the preceding section.

6

The Characterization Theorems

As we anticipated in Section 1, type systems with intersection, with and without
the universal type, are directly connected with the normalization properties of
terms, in the sense that the classes of solvable, normalizable, strongly normalizable
terms, are exactly the classes of terms that may be as signed–in one system or the
other–certain remarkable forms of types $[33, 77]$ .
$\lambda-$

Theorem 6.1 A term $M$ is (weakly) normalizable–i. , it has a normal form-if
and only if there are a basis
and a type , neither of them containing occurrences
is derivable in the system $CDV$.
of , such that the typing
$e.$

$\Gamma$

$\sigma$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma$

$\omega$

Of course , which cannot occur in the above typing judgment, may nevertheless
occur in its derivation (which is performed in the system with ).
The only-if part is easy to prove: if $N$ is a normal form, the existence of an
-free type assignment for $N$ is proved by simple induction on term structure; the
extension to all terms then follows by type invariance w.r. . -expansion.
$\omega$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$t$

$\beta$
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The induction basis –i.e., the term in normal form is a variable–is obvious.
As for the induction step, consider abstraction and application separately. The
; by induction hypothesis a
case of abstraction is straightforward: let $N$ be
holds, where
do not contain occurrences of . Then,
typing
is immediately derived, where
by arrow introduction, the typing
obviously does not occur in
.
The case of application $M_{1}M$ requires, for the induction to work properly, a
strengthening of the proposition to be proved: namely, an application (in normal
form) is proved to be typable by a type variable.
cannot be an abstraction. If
is
Since $M_{1}M$ is in normal form, the term
a variable, and so the application is of the form $xM$ , by induction hypothesis we
,
, with not occurring in
have a derivation of
for some
.
may
. If
We
then build
, by weakening we get
the following derivation:
$\lambda x.M$

$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash M:\tau$

$\Gamma,$

$\sigma,$

$\omega$

$\tau$

$\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$\omega$

$M_{1}$

$M_{1}$

$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash M:\tau$

$\Gamma,$

$\Gamma,$

$\omega$

$\tau$

$\sigma$

$\Gamma^{\prime}\vdash M:\tau$

$\Gamma‘\equiv\Gamma,$ $x:\sigma\wedge(\tau\rightarrow\varphi)$

$\tau$

$\sigma,$

$\frac{\frac{\Gamma^{\prime}\vdash x}{}(\wedge E)\Gamma\vdash x:\tau\rightarrow\varphi\Gamma\vdash M:\tau:\sigma\wedge(\tau\rightarrow\varphi)(var)}{\Gamma\vdash xM:\varphi}(\rightarrow E)$

If
is in turn an application, by induction hypothesis it may be typed by a
type variable:
: . Then by an obvious property we also have the typing
: for any type . Let now be
a typing for $M$ ; owing to the
.
previous property we have the typing
where
Taking the union
of the two bases, we obtain by arrow elimination
the desired typing of $M_{1}M$ :
$M_{1}$

$\Gamma_{1}\vdash M_{1}$

$\Gamma_{1}[\tau/\psi]\vdash M_{1}$

$\tau$

$\psi$

$\Gamma_{2}\vdash M:\sigma$

$\tau$

$\Gamma_{1}\equiv\Gamma_{1}[(\sigma\rightarrow\varphi)/\psi]$

$\Gamma_{1}\vdash M_{1}:\sigma\rightarrow\varphi$

$\Gamma\equiv\Gamma_{1}\cup+\Gamma_{2}$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M_{1}:\sigma\rightarrow\varphi\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma}{\Gamma\vdash M_{1}M:\varphi}(\rightarrow E)$

Observe that the above inductive argument actually proves the stronger result that
every term in normal form may be typed in the type system without , i.e., for
such that the conclusion
every normal form $N$ there are a basis
and a type
may be derived without using in the derivation. This, however, does
not mean that every term having normal form may be typed in the system without
, since-as we remarked in Section 3-types are not preserved under -expansion,
in absence of .
The if-part of the statement can be proved via a particularization of standard
cut-elimination theorems3. This consists in progressively eliminating all the “detours” in a derivation, namely any introduction of a type constructor immediately
followed by an elimination of the same constructor. As there are two such con$\omega$

$\Gamma$

$\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma$

$\sigma$

$\omega$

$\beta$

$\omega$

$\omega$

3These have usually long and technical proofs. We give here only the structure of such a
proof for the present case, adapting [39], Ch. 6, but any good text of proof theory includes
cut-elimination, also called proof normalization. For a similar proof see [17].
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structors we have two kinds of transformations over derivations:

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma_{1}\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma_{2}\mathcal{D}_{1}\mathcal{D}_{2}}{\frac{\Gamma\vdash M.\cdot\sigma_{1}\wedge\sigma_{2}}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma_{i}}(\wedge}(\wedge I)E)$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma_{i}\mathcal{D}_{i}$

$\sim$

$\frac{\frac{\Gamma,x:\sigma\vdash M:\tau \mathcal{D}_{1}}{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\Gamma\vdash(\lambda x}.(\rightarrow I)\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma \mathcal{D}_{2}}{M)N:\tau}(\rightarrow E)$
$\Gamma\vdash M[N/x]:\tau\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma \mathcal{D}_{1}[N/x]\mathcal{D}_{2}$

$\sim\rangle$

where the right hand side of the second rule is the derivation obtained from
by replacing each occurrence of the axiom
by an occurrence of the
$\mathcal{D}_{1}$

$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash x:\sigma$

$\mathcal{D}_{2}$

, and each other judgment
deduction
by $\Gamma\vdash P[N/x]:\rho$ .
Observe that this rule is exactly the transformation sketched in Figure 1.
The left hand side of these rules are cuts, namely detours which are eliminated
by the application of the respective rule. The types
and
are the cut
types of the respective cuts.
Once checked that these operations produce correct derivations, one has to show
that there exists a procedure which reduces each deduction to a normal deduction,
that is one which does not contain cuts. This is non trivial as reductions, in general,
do not end up with shorter derivations: this is only true for reduction steps of the
ﬁrst rule, but it is surely false for the second one, which depends on the number of
occurrences of the axioms
and on the size of the derivation
.
proof
The
that any deduction is reducible, in a ﬁnite number of steps, to a
normal one rests on the following facts. First we associate to each type a complexity
$r(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)=r(\sigma\wedge\tau)=\max\{r(\sigma), r(\tau)\}+$
measure called rank: $r(\varphi)=0$ if
. Second to each deduction
we associate a pair of natural numbers
$(d, n)$ , the cut rank of
, such that $ d=\max$ {
is a cut type of }, and
is the number of cuts whose cut types have maximal rank in
(shortly maximal
cuts). These pairs are ordered by the lexicographic ordering
$\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma$

$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash P:\rho$

$\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$\sigma_{1}\wedge\sigma_{2}$

$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash x:\sigma$

$\mathcal{D}_{2}$

$\varphi\in \mathcal{T}\mathcal{V},$

$1$

$\mathcal{D}$

$cr(\mathcal{D})=$

$ r(\sigma)|\sigma$

$\mathcal{D}$

$\mathcal{D}$

$n$

$\mathcal{D}$

$(d, n)\prec(d’, n’)\Leftrightarrow d<d^{\prime}$

or (

$d=d^{\prime}$

and

$n<n^{\prime}$

),

which is a well-ordering (i.e. linear and without inﬁnite descending chains).
The strategy to reach a normal proof consists in reducing maximal cuts such
that all cuts above them have cut type of lower rank (but for this constrain, the
choice of the maximal cut to be reduced is nondeterministic). One proves that if
in this way, then
, since the elimination of a maximal cut
which is not dominated by cuts of the same rank may only produce copies of cuts of
lower rank, while the number of maximal cuts has been decreased by one. Iterating
this process we eventually reach a derivation whose cut rank is $(0,0)$ , which is a
normal one.
The reduction process has eﬀects on the subject $M$ of its conclusion, say
. Indeed each reduction of a cut whose cut type is an arrow type corresponds
$\mathcal{D}\sim \mathcal{D}^{\prime}$

$cr(\mathcal{D})\prec cr(\mathcal{D})$

$\Gamma\vdash$

$ M:\sigma$
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to its contractum. This implies

$\Gamma\vdash M^{*}:\sigma\sim\rangle\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma \mathcal{D}\mathcal{D}\Rightarrow M\rightarrow_{\beta}N^{4}*.$

.

Therefore we are left to prove that if ‘ is a normal derivation such that occurs
neither in nor in , then $N$ is a normal form (hence $M$ is normalizable).
As is well-known, normal derivations satisfy the subformula principle (see e.g. [80],
pp.41, $42$ ): if
is the conclusion of the normal derivation , then any type
‘
occurring in
either occurs in or in some type in . Therefore cannot occur
in ‘, hence no inference in
. One may wonder why we
is an instance of rule
also ask that does not occur in . Then consider the normal derivation:
$\mathcal{D}$

$\omega$

$\Gamma$

$\sigma$

$\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma$

$\mathcal{D}$

$\mathcal{D}$

$\Gamma$

$\sigma$

$\mathcal{D}$

$\mathcal{D}^{\prime}$

$\omega$

$(\omega)$

$\Gamma$

$\omega$

$\frac{x:\omega\rightarrow\varphi\vdash x:\omega\rightarrow\varphi(var)x:\omega\rightarrow\varphi\vdash M:\omega(\omega)}{x:\omega\rightarrow\varphi\vdash xM:\varphi}(\rightarrow E)$

where $M$ is any term (see also the typing example (1) of Section 2).
Using the particular structure of normal derivations one can show that the
only way to construct a -redex in $N$ is to have introduction rules followed by
elimination ones, contradicting the hypothesis on
.
Remark that only weak normalization holds: the original unreduced term may
contain non-normalizable terms introduced via the
rule. These are eliminated
during the normalization process following the nondeterministic strategy established by the theorem or, for that matter, following any normalizing deterministic
strategy (e.g. take always the leftmost maximal cut which is not dominated by cuts
of the same rank). Inﬁnite reduction sequences, of course, do not correspond to
normalization of derivations, so that they only apply to redexes which are removed
by the normalization procedure.
$\beta$

$\mathcal{D}^{\prime}$

$(\omega)$

The characterization property concerning the solvable terms also intuitively
follows from the same kind of argument.
Theorem 6.2 A term $M$ has a head normal form if and only if there are a basis
, an integer $n\geq 0$ , and a type variable , such that (in the system $CDV$, with
intersection and )
.
$\Gamma$

$\varphi$

$\omega$

$;\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}\rightarrow\cdots\rightarrow\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\varphi$

Again, the only-if part is easy to prove. If a term

$M$

is in

$M\equiv\lambda x_{1}x_{2}\ldots x_{n}.xM_{1}M_{2}\ldots M_{m}$

4As

usual,

$\rightarrow*$

denotes the reﬂexive and transitive closure

$of\rightarrow$

.

$hnf$
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atyping of the desired form may be obtained with the following derivation:
$\frac{\Delta\vdash x:\omega^{m}\rightarrow\varphi(var)\Delta\vdash M_{1}:\omega(\omega)}{\Delta\vdash xM_{1}:\omega^{m-1}\rightarrow\varphi}(\rightarrow E)$

:
:
$\frac{\Delta\vdash xM_{1}M_{2}\ldots M_{m-1}:\omega\rightarrow\varphi..\Delta\vdash M_{m}:\omega(\omega)}{\Delta\vdash xM_{1}M_{2}.M_{m}:\varphi}(\rightarrow E)$

:
:
$\frac{\Gamma,x_{1}:\sigma_{1}\vdash\lambda.x_{2}\ldots.x_{n}.xM_{1}M_{2}\ldots M_{m}:\sigma_{2}\rightarrow.\cdots\rightarrow\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\varphi}{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x_{1}..x_{n}xM_{1}M_{2}\ldots M_{m}:\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\cdot\cdot\rightarrow\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\varphi}(\rightarrow I)$

where:
$m$

is
is
is
is empty
is

times

$\omega^{m}\rightarrow\varphi\equiv\overline{\omega\rightarrow\omega\rightarrow\cdots\rightarrow\omega}\rightarrow\varphi$

$\sigma$

$\Delta$

$\{x_{1} :

\sigma_{1}, \ldots x_{n}:

$\{x:\sigma,x_{1} :

$\Gamma$

\sigma_{n}\}$

\sigma_{1}, \ldots x_{n}:

with

$\sigma_{i}\equiv\sigma$

;

if
for some
otherwise;
if
for some
otherwise.

,

\sigma_{n}\}$

$\{x:\sigma\}$

$x\equiv x_{i}$

$i\leq n$

;

$x\equiv x_{i}$

$i\leq n$

;

As before, the invariance of typing by -expansion ensures that any term reducible
to an $hnf$ may be assigned a type of that form.
The if-part may be viewed asareﬁnement of the analogous result for the characterization of normal forms. We will only sketch the argument here, referring
to [17] and [32] for formal proofs. The type may now occur in
, but
is not . Let again
be the derivation whose conclusion is the judgment:
$\beta$

$\Gamma,$

$\omega$

$\sigma_{1},\ldots\sigma_{n}$

$\mathcal{D}$

$\omega$

$\varphi$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}\rightarrow\cdots\rightarrow\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\varphi$

As we have shown,

.

is reducible to a normal derivation ‘ whose conclusion is
, for some $N$ such that
. Now ‘ can
contain instances of rule
. The key observation is that a normal derivation can
only assign type to -redexes. In fact to give a type diﬀerent from to a -redex
we need an application of rule
followed by an application of rule
, i.e.
a non-normal derivation. For the same reason a normal derivation can only assign
type
to applications of a -redex to any number of arguments. Moreover if a
term has only type , then its -abstractions can only have types of the shape
, or intersections of types of this shape. We can conclude
$N$
that
is a head normal form of $M$ .
$\mathcal{D}$

$\mathcal{D}$

$M\rightarrow\beta*N$

$\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}\rightarrow\cdots\rightarrow\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\varphi$

$\mathcal{D}$

$(\omega)$

$\omega$

$\beta$

$\omega$

$(\rightarrow I)$

$\beta$

$(\rightarrow E)$

$\beta$

$\omega$

$\lambda$

$\omega$

$\sigma_{1}\rightarrow\sigma_{2}\rightarrow\cdots\rightarrow\sigma_{n}\rightarrow\omega$

The third characterization property regards strongly normalizable terms.

Theorem 6.3 A term $M$ is strongly normalizable if and only if there are a basis
and a type
may be derived without
such that the typing judgment
, if $M$ may be typed-w. . some basis -in the system $CDV_{(/}$ .
using
$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma$

$\Gamma$

$\sigma$

$r.t$

$\omega;i.e.$

$\Gamma$

For the only-if part, the previously shown typability of every normal form in the
system without
is not suﬃcient to prove the theorem, because of the failing of
type invariance under -expansion.
$\omega$

$\beta$
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However, a weaker property may be proved, namely that if the contractum of
a redex may be typed–w.r. . some basis-, and also the argument in the redex
may be typed–possibly w.r. . a diﬀerent basis -, then the whole redex may be
assigned the same type as the contractum, w.r. . the basis consisting of the union
of the two bases.
From that property a lemma may be derived by structural induction on terms,
namely that if a term may be typed, any term obtained from it by strong leftmost
expansion may also be typed, possibly with a diﬀerent type and w.r. . a diﬀerent
basis; where by strong leftmost expansion we mean an expansion generating a
leftmost redex whose argument may be typed. Finally, the (only-if part of) the
theorem is proved from the lemma, by induction on the maximum of the lengths
of the reduction paths [7] (Section 3.5).
The proof of the if-part is of the same kind as the proof of the previously mentioned strong normalization theorem of logic calculi, using the reducibility method
due originally to Tait [89], with a double induction on types and derivations [77].
$t$

$t$

$t$

$t$

7

Subtyping

The notion of subtype, which has become popular in the last decades as one of the
essential ingredients of object-oriented programming, was absent in the classical
type systems for -calculus, as it was absent –at least as a general notion –in
traditional typed programming languages like Pascal or C. As for functional programming, the language ML [67, 68, 71], well-known for its elegance and its sound
mathematical foundation, just because of its neat type discipline had to give up
even the traditional type inclusion between integers and reals.
In type systems with intersection, on the other hand, a notion of subtype naturally arises. If we identify, as we did in Section 2, each type with the set of terms
having that type, we immediately have a notion of subtype as set-inclusion: we
will write
if and only if for every basis
and every term $M$ one has that
implies
. The relation
is of course a partial order, satisfying
the usual properties of set-inclusion:
$\lambda$

$\Gamma$

$\sigma\leq\tau$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\tau$

$\leq$

reﬂexivity:
transitivity:
inters. inclusion:
inters. monotonicity:

$\sigma\leq\sigma$

$\sigma\leq\rho$

&\rho \leq \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}

$\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\sigma$

$\Rightarrow$

$\sigma\leq\tau$

$\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\tau$

$\sigma_{1}\leq\sigma_{2}\&\tau_{1}\leq\tau_{2}$

$\Rightarrow$

$\sigma_{1}\wedge\tau_{1}\leq\sigma_{2}\wedge\tau_{2}$

.

Moreover, in the systems with the universal type, we have of course:
universe:

$\sigma\leq\omega$

.

Set-theoretic equality
.
is equivalent to
and
We may consider the above properties as axioms and inference rules of a formal theory of the subtyping relation, which allows to derive propositions of the
. Then, instead of starting by identifying types modulo idempotency,
form
$\sigma=\tau$

$\sigma\leq\tau$

$\sigma\leq\tau$

$\tau\leq\sigma$
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commutativity and associativity, as in Section 2, we may obtain the same eﬀect by
explicitly adding idempotency as an axiom:
idempotency:

$\sigma\leq\sigma\wedge\sigma$

and then considering equality between types as a deﬁned relation:
$\sigma=\tau 8^{f}\sigma\leq\tau\&\tau\leq\sigma$

.

So, putting together the subtype rules (and axioms) with the typing rules for terms,
we are again with a purely formal system, where we may perform derivations and
whose properties we can study without reference to any interpretation. In order to
really connect the two formal systems, the set-theoretic deﬁnition of subtype from
which we started:
$\sigma\leq\tau$

, M.

$b^{ef}$

$\forall\Gamma$

(2)

$(\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\Rightarrow\Gamma\vdash M:\tau)$

must be read as a new typing rule, the subsumption rule, which allows the propositions proved in the subtype theory to be employed to assign types to -terms:
$\lambda$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\sigma\leq\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}$

(sub)

Notice that our subsumption rule uses the inclusion between types as axiomatized
in an eﬀective way at the beginning of the present section. By the way it is easy
to check that the deﬁnition given in (2) is equivalent. The subsumption rule,
along with the theory of the subtyping relation, dispenses with the intersectionelimination rules, which become derived rules:
$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\sigma}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma}$

(sub)

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}$

(sub)

More precisely, the type system CDV, with intersection introduction and elimination, is equivalent to the system CDV , reported in Table 2, where the elimination
rules have been replaced by the subsumption rule and the subtype rules; among
these the axiom
becomes superﬂuous and might be omitted, since the typing
axiom
is already stronger (we keep it as it will again be necessary in the
expanded systems considered in the next sections).
,
Analogously, the restricted system $CDV_{\psi}$ is equivalent to the system CDV
which of course is the system CDV with the two resp. typing and subtype axioms
for removed.
$\leq$

$\sigma\leq\omega$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\omega$

$\leq,\emptyset$

$\leq$

$\omega$

8

Subtyping and -rule
$\eta$

The notion of function modeled by -calculus is, as we recalled, intensional: two
functions that, when applied to the same argument always give the same result, are
$\lambda$
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The Theory of the Subtype Relation
$\sigma\leq\sigma$

(reﬂ)

$\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\sigma$

$\frac{\sigma\leq\rho\rho\leq\tau}{\sigma\leq\tau}$

(trans)

(incl)

$\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\tau$

$\frac{\sigma_{1}\leq\sigma_{2}\tau_{1}\leq\tau_{2}}{\sigma_{1}\wedge\tau_{1}\leq\sigma_{2}\wedge\tau_{2}}$

(incl)

$\sigma\leq\sigma\wedge\sigma$

(idem)

(mon)
$\sigma\leq\omega(\omega- incl)$

The Type Assignment System
$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash x:\sigma$

(var)

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\tau\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}\rightarrow(\rightarrow E)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\sigma\leq\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}(\wedge I)$

$\frac{\Gamma,x:\sigma\vdash N:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau}(\rightarrow I)$

(sub)

Table 2: The system CDV

$\Gamma\vdash M:\omega$

$(\omega)$

$\leq$

not necessarily identical, since they may consist of diﬀerent algorithms, in contrast
to the set-theoretic extensional notion where functions are identiﬁed with their
graphs. Extensionality in the untyped calculus may be recovered, as is well known,
through the introduction of the -reduction rule:
$\eta$

$\lambda x.Mx\rightarrow M$

if

$x\not\in FV(M)$

.

With the subsequent notion of -convertibility one obtains that any two functions
being extensionally equal are identiﬁed.
A type system for the -calculus with the -rule must also contain an -typingrule, in order to satisfy the minimal requirement of type invariance by -reduction:
$\beta\eta$

$\lambda$

$\eta$

$\eta$

$\eta$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.Mx:\sigma x\not\in FV(M)}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma}(\eta)$

This does not mean that the resulting type system is extensional, since types are not
preserved by -expansion, as it can be easily recognized. For example, a variable
may obviously be typed with a type variable:
; if now we expand
, the expanded term may no longer be assigned the atomic type , since
to
by the Generation Lemma its type must be an arrow-type, as for instance in the
$\eta$

$ x:\varphi\vdash x:\varphi$

$x$

$\lambda y.xy$

$\varphi$

following derivation:

$\frac{x:\varphi\rightarrow\psi,y:\varphi\vdash x:\varphi\rightarrow\psi(var)x:\varphi\rightarrow\psi,y:\varphi\vdash y:\varphi(var)}{\frac{x:\varphi\rightarrow\psi,y:\varphi\vdash xy:\psi}{x:\varphi\rightarrow\psi\vdash\lambda y.xy:\varphi\rightarrow\psi}(\rightarrow I)}(\rightarrow E)$

The system $CDV_{\eta,/}$ , consisting of the system $CDV_{\psi}$ augmented with the -typingrule, is nevertheless interesting in its own right, as we will immediately see. It
allows -terms to be assigned more types than by the system without the -rule;
$\eta$

$\lambda$

$\eta$
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for example, it allows the identity to be assigned a type having a shape diﬀerent
, as shown in the following derivation:
from
$\sigma\rightarrow\sigma$

$\frac{z:\sigma\wedge\rho,x:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\vdash x.\cdot..\sigma\rightarrow\tau(var)\frac{z:\sigma\wedge\rho,x:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\vdash z:\sigma\wedge\rho(var)}{\wedge\rho\rightarrow\tau\sigma\wedge\rho\rightarrow\sigma\wedge\rho\rightarrow\vdash xz:\tau z:\sigma\bigwedge_{\tau_{\mathcal{T}}}\rho,x:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\vdash z:\sigma(\eta)(\rightarrow I)(\rightarrow I)(\rightarrow}}{\frac{\frac{\frac{z\sigma\wedge\rho,x:\sigma\rightarrow\tau}{x:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\vdash\lambda z.xz:}}{x:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\vdash x:\sigma}}{\vdash\lambda x.x:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\rightarrow}}E)(\wedge E)$

Now, observe that the axioms and rules of the subtype theory of the system CDV
do not in any way describe the fact that the arrow-type is the function type,
and that therefore some (or all) elements of the universe are functions: they only
axiomatize the usual set-theoretic inclusion, without any commitment to the nature
of elements. Interestingly, the same eﬀect as the -typing-rule, i.e. type invariance
by -reduction, may alternatively be obtained by adding to the subtype theory
two rules (actually, an axiom and a rule) that describe natural properties of sets
of functions $[17, 53]$ . This is clear when we interpret
as stating that the
applied
function
to an input having property gives an output having property ,
not when we interpret
as stating that the domain of the function is the set
of elements with property and the codomain of the function is the set of elements
with property .
$\leq,\emptyset$

$\eta$

$\eta$

$\rho\rightarrow\sigma$

$\sigma$

$\rho$

$\rho\rightarrow\sigma$

$\rho$

$\sigma$

$(\rho\rightarrow\sigma)\wedge(\rho\rightarrow\tau)\leq\rho\rightarrow\sigma\wedge\tau$

$\sigma’\leq\sigma$

&\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}\leq \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}’

$\Rightarrow$

$(\rightarrow\wedge)$

$\sigma\rightarrow\tau\leq\sigma’\rightarrow\tau$

’

$(\rightarrow\leq)$

expresses the well-known fact that functional types are
The second formula
covariant in the result type but contravariant in the argument type. The ﬁrst
formula
is actually an equality, since the opposite inequality may be derived
from the formula
and the previous axioms and rules:
$(\rightarrow\leq)$

$(\rightarrow\wedge)$

$(\rightarrow\leq)$

$\underline{\frac{\rho\leq\rho(refl)\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\sigma(inc1)}{\rho\rightarrow\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\rho\rightarrow\sigma}(\rightarrow\leq)\frac{\rho\leq\rho(refl)\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\tau(inc1)}{\rho\rightarrow\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\rho\rightarrow\tau}}(\rightarrow\leq)$

$\rho\rightarrow\sigma\wedge\tau\leq(\rho\rightarrow\sigma)\wedge(\rho\rightarrow\tau)$

where the last conclusion is deduced from the premises using (mon), (idem), and
(trans). The new system thus resulting, i.e., the system CDV
plus the two new
subtype rules, being a restriction of the system BCD we are going to introduce
presently, will be indicated in the following as the system $BCD_{\phi}$ ; it is equivalent
to the system
(the original intersection system without , but augmented
with ):
$\leq,\emptyset$

$CDV_{\eta,\psi}$

$\omega$

$\eta$

$BCD_{\emptyset}$

$\equiv$

CDV

$\leq,\emptyset+(\rightarrow\wedge)+(\rightarrow\leq)$

is equivalent to

$CDV_{\eta,\psi}$

.

If we leave implicit, as is usually done, the deduction steps performed in the
theory of the subtype relation, the proof trees in CDV
are generally simpliﬁed
$\leq,\emptyset$
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. For example, the above typing derivation for

$\frac{\frac{x:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\vdash x:\sigma\rightarrow\tau(var)}{\vdash\lambda.x.x:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\rightarrow\sigma\rightarrow\tau}(}{\vdash\lambda xx:(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\rightarrow\sigma\wedge\rho\rightarrow\tau}(sub)\rightarrow I)$

To obtain the equivalent (through subtyping) of the system $CDV_{\eta}$ consisting of
the complete CDV (i.e., with ) plus the -rule, one more axiom for the subtype
relation is needed (besides the usual typing rule for ), for consider again the term
: it may be typed with
w.r.t. the empty basis, while with an empty
basis its -reduct
can only be assigned the type , but no arrow type. Type
invariance by reduction thus requires the axiom
$\omega$

$\eta$

$\omega$

$\lambda y.xy$

$\omega\rightarrow\omega$

$x$

$\eta$

$\omega$

$\omega\leq\omega\rightarrow\omega$

$(\omega-\eta)$

which of course implies
).
(from
Intuitively, the
axiom states that every -term, even an atomic one (i.e.,
a variable), may be viewed as a function, which amounts to saying that every
element of the universe is a function, at least of the generic functional type
.
The system we have ﬁnally obtained, reported in Table 3, equivalent to $CDV_{\eta}$ , is
known in the literature as the system BCD [17], while the previous system
simply is the system BCD with all the (typing and subtype) axioms for removed.
Remark that the axiom
, implying that every term is a function, does
not imply that the system is extensional; on the contrary, just because of the
functional character of all terms, the variable and the abstraction
must
be identiﬁed, which requires, as we observed, that the two terms have exactly the
same types. This can only be achieved with some axiom stating that every type
is equal to a functional type or to an intersection of functional types (see the end
of Section 12). A simple axiom of that kind would be, for example, the equality
$\omega=\omega\rightarrow\omega$

$\sigma\leq\omega$

$\lambda$

$(\omega-\eta)$

$\omega\rightarrow\omega$

$BCD_{\emptyset}$

$\omega$

$\omega=\omega\rightarrow\omega$

$x$

$\varphi=\omega\rightarrow\varphi$

$\lambda y.xy$

.

The above discussion suggests that diﬀerent -theories may be simply obtained
by augmenting or modifying the theory of the subtype relation (without modifying
the typing rules proper): this fact will reveal of paramount importance in the
$\lambda$

characterization of -models.
$\lambda$

9

The System BCD

The system BCD is, as we pointed out, equivalent to the system $CDV_{\eta}$ . Observe
that in the system $CDV_{\eta}$ there is no primitive notion of subtyping and thus of
equality (other than syntactical coincidence) between types. As we showed, these
relations may be introduced as derived notions, maintaining the point of view
already adopted in CDV for commutativity, associativity, etc.
Nevertheless, also in view of the fact that the subtype relation is the basis for the
semantics and it is therefore more fundamental, the opposite attitude, embodied
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The Theory of the Subtype Relation
$\sigma\leq\sigma$

(reﬂ)

$\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\sigma$

$\frac{\sigma\leq\rho\rho\leq\tau}{\sigma\leq\tau}$

(incl)

(trans)

$\sigma\wedge\tau\leq\tau$

(incl)

$\sigma\leq\sigma\wedge\sigma$

$\frac{\sigma_{1}\leq\sigma_{2}\tau_{1}\leq\tau_{2}}{\sigma_{1}\wedge\tau_{1}\leq\sigma_{2}\wedge\tau_{2}}$

$(\rho\rightarrow\sigma)\wedge(\rho\rightarrow\tau)\leq\rho\rightarrow\sigma\wedge\tau$

(idem)

(mon)

$(\rightarrow\wedge)$

$\frac{\sigma^{\prime}\leq\sigma\tau\leq\tau}{(\sigma\rightarrow\tau)\leq(\sigma\leq\tau^{\prime})}(\rightarrow\leq)$

$\sigma\leq\omega$

( -incl)
$\omega$

$\omega\leq\omega\rightarrow\omega(\omega-\eta)$

The Type Assignment System
$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash x:\sigma$

(var)

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\tau\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}\rightarrow(\rightarrow E)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}(\wedge I)$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\sigma\leq\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}$

(sub)

$\frac{\Gamma,x:\sigma\vdash N:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau}(\rightarrow I)$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\omega$

$(\omega)$

Table 3: The System BCD

in the system BCD, is preferable: to axiomatize the partial order on types as a
primitive notion, so that deductions based on subtyping really are derivations in the
formal system and not metadeductions, and to have the intersection-elimination
rules as (trivial and therefore scarcely interesting) derived rules.
Historically, the system BCD is the one that was originally proposed to account
for the -rule, while the system $CDV_{\eta}$ was only introduced for comparison with
the simple Curry system [17].
As in the system with subtyping but without , typing derivations in BCD are
easier to understand than their counterparts in $CDV_{\eta}$ , simply because deductions
in the subtype theory may be considered separately, and possibly left implicit in
the actual writing.
An important feature of the system BCD (or of the system $CDV_{\eta}$ with the
derived type equality), which leads to a further simpliﬁcation of the whole theory,
is the fact that it identiﬁes with
every type of the form
, as may easily
be seen: from the axiom of universal inclusion
one has by contravariance
, and so (owing to the equality
) the inclusion
; of course the opposite inequality holds, hence the conclusion.
The characterization of solvable terms thus becomes the statement that they are
exactly the terms that may be assigned a type diﬀerent from , or–equivalentlythat unsolvable terms are exactly the terms whose only type is the universal type
. In conclusion, we have $[17, 77]$ :
$\eta$

$\omega$

$\sigma\rightarrow\omega$

$\omega$

$\sigma\leq\omega$

$\omega\rightarrow\omega\leq\sigma\rightarrow\omega$

$\omega\rightarrow\omega=\omega$

$\omega\leq\sigma\rightarrow\omega$

$\omega$

$\omega$
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1. solvable terms are exactly the terms that may be typed with a type

from

$\omega$

;

diﬀerent

2. normalizable terms are exactly the terms that may be typed with a type not
containing

$\omega$

;

3. strongly normalizable terms are exactly the terms that may be typed without
using in the derivation.
$\omega$

A bit more precisely, but using the symbol
occur in” :

$\not\in sloppily$

as synonymous of “does not

Theorem 9.1 (BCD Characterization Theorem)
If $M$ is a -term, then the following double implications hold:
$\lambda$

1.

$M$

is solvable (has

2.

$M$

is normalizable (has

3.

$M$

is strongly normalizable

)

$hnf$

$\exists\Gamma,$

$\Leftrightarrow$

)

$nf$

$\Leftrightarrow$

$\sigma\neq_{BCD}\omega$

$\exists\Gamma,$

$\exists\Gamma,$

$\Leftrightarrow$

.

$\sigma$

.

$\sigma$

.

$\Gamma\vdash_{BCD}M:\sigma$

$(\omega\not\in\Gamma, \sigma)\&\Gamma\vdash_{BCD}M:\sigma$

$\Gamma\vdash BCD_{\sqrt{}}M:\sigma$

.

In the statement of the theorem we could have of course used, instead of the
derivation relation
, the perfectly equivalent relation
; more concisely,
we will indicate by the $symbo1\vdash_{\eta}$ either of the two equivalent derivation relations,
and will generally label by the subscript the symbols of the related notions.
The notion of approximant is also simpliﬁed, since it must now be relative to
-reduction. The mapping
from -terms to
-terms is thus replaced by a
which, taking into account the -reduction, maps
mapping
directly to
$\Omega[15](Definition14.3.6(ii))$ .
$\vdash_{BCD}$

$\vdash_{CDV_{\eta}}$

$\eta$

$\lambda\Omega$

$\lambda$

$\beta\eta$

$\alpha$

$\lambda x.\Omega$

$\eta$

$\alpha_{\eta}$

Deﬁnition 9.2 ( -approximation mapping)
$\eta$

$\alpha_{\eta}(\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.xM_{1}\ldots M_{m})=\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.x\alpha_{\eta}(\Lambda f_{1})\ldots\alpha_{\eta}(M_{m})$

$\alpha_{\eta}(\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.(\lambda x.P)QM_{1}\ldots M_{m})=\Omega$

where

$n,$

$m\geq 0$

.

The set of -approximants of a term is consequently deﬁned as:
$\eta$

Deﬁnition 9.3 ( -approximants)
$\eta$

$\mathcal{A}_{\eta}(M)=$

We say that a
-term $M$.

$\lambda\Omega$

-term

{
$A$

$ A\in\lambda\Omega- terms|\exists M=\beta$

is an -approximant
$\eta$

M.

if and

$A\equiv\alpha_{\eta}(M^{\prime})$

only

if

}.

$A\equiv\alpha_{\eta}(M)$

for some

$\lambda$

The approximation theorem continues to hold in the system BCD, with the new
notion of approximant [86].
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Theorem 9.4 (BCD Approximation Theorem) A term $M$ is typable in $BCD$
(or in
) by a type $\sigma w.r.t$ . a basis
if and only if there exists an -approximant
$A$
$M$ that is typable in $BCD$ (or in $CDV_{\eta}$ ) by $\sigma w.r.t$ . the same basis. In formula;
of
$\Gamma$

$CDV_{\eta}$

$\eta$

$\Gamma\vdash\eta M:\sigma$

$\exists A\in \mathcal{A}_{\eta}(M)$

$\Leftrightarrow$

.

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A:\sigma$

.

Finally, the Generation Lemma, which will be used in the next sections, is also
simpler than the same lemma for the system CDV (Lemma 2.2).

Lemma 9.5 (BCD Generation Lemma) In the system
1.

$\Gamma\vdash x:\eta$

2.

$\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\tau\eta$

3.

$\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\eta\rightarrow\tau$

4.

$\Gamma\vdash MN:\tau\eta$

\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}&\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}\neq \eta

$\omega$

$\Leftrightarrow$

$\Leftrightarrow$

$\Leftrightarrow$

$\exists I,$

$\Leftrightarrow$

$\exists\sigma.x:\sigma\in\Gamma$

$\sigma_{i},$

&\sigma \leq \eta ;
$\tau$

$\rho_{i}.\tau=\bigwedge_{i\in I}(\sigma_{i}\rightarrow\rho_{i})$

$\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash_{\eta}M:\tau$

$\exists\sigma.\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\eta\rightarrow\tau$

$BCD$ :

;

;

&\Gamma \vdash \eta

$ N:\sigma$

.

The proof of Lemma 9.5, as performed in [17], is based on the following property
(deﬁned in Table 8), which will also be used in Sections 10
of the type inclusion
and 13.
$\leq_{\eta}$

Proposition 9.6
$\bigwedge_{i\in I}(\sigma_{i}\rightarrow\tau_{i})\leq\eta\sigma\rightarrow\tau\Rightarrow\wedge\{\tau_{i}|i\in I, \sigma\leq\sigma\}\leq\eta^{\mathcal{T}}$

10

.

Semantics of Type Assignments

There are several ways of interpreting types in the case of typed -calculus: what is
common to all of them is the fact that each term has exactly one type, determined
by the term structure.
As we saw in the previous sections, Curry’s approach assigns types to untyped
terms, so that if a term is typable, then it has inﬁnitely many types. In intersection
type systems it is in general undecidable whether a term has a certain type, since,
as we have seen, types characterize non computable properties of terms. The
consequence we draw is that types, in the case we are interested in, cannot be
interpreted as constraints for term formation. The basic intuition behind them is,
instead, that they express properties of terms. From a semantical point of view
-terms have their denotations in some -model, hence types will be associated to
subsets of the carrier of this model.
We limit ourselves to considering -models in the category of -algebraic complete lattices, which is the relevant case here. Therefore, restricting the general
deﬁnition (see [15], Section 5.4), we say that a -model is a triple
where $D$ is an -algebraic complete lattice, $[D\rightarrow D]$ is the space of Scott continuous functions from $D$ to $D,$ and are morphisms such that:
$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\omega$

$\lambda$

$\omega$

$\Phi$

$\Psi$

$\mathcal{D}=\{D, \Phi, \Psi\}$

INTERSECTION TYPES,

$\lambda$

1.

$\Phi:D\rightarrow[D\rightarrow D]$

2.

$\Psi$

3.

$\Phi\circ\Psi=Id_{[D\rightarrow D]}$

:

$[D\rightarrow D]\rightarrow D$

B\"OHM TREES

-MODELS, AND
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,
,

.

The existence of determines an applicative structure over
the binary $operation_{-}$ . -deﬁned by
$\Phi$

$D$

, i.e., it induces

.

$d\cdot e=\Phi(d)(e)$

: the elements of
Because of any element of $D$ represents a function in
$\Phi[D]$
the image
are called the representable functions. Vice versa, each function
in
has a representative $\Psi(f)$ in $D$ . Then, if we denote by a mapping
from the set $Var$ of term variables to $D$ (a term environment), an interpretation
map [ $M\mathbb{P}\in D$ , which interprets -terms into the carrier $D$ , can be deﬁned as
follows:
$\Phi$

$[D\rightarrow D]$

$f$

$[D\rightarrow D]$

$\xi$

$\lambda$

1.

$[x]F=\xi(x)$ ,

2.

$[MN\mathbb{P}=\Phi([M\mathbb{P})([N\mathbb{P})=[M\mathbb{P}\cdot[N\mathbb{P}$

3. [

$\lambda x.M\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}=\Psi(f)$

, where

,

$ f(d)=[MF_{[x:=d]}\cdot$

Here $\xi[x :=d](y)=d$ if $x\equiv y$ ( and are the same variable), $\xi(y)$ else. This
deﬁnition is a good one since the function of the third clause is in the domain of
.
Once terms have been interpreted as elements of $D$ , types denote properties
of elements of $D$ , which are naturally identiﬁed with their extensions, i.e. subsets
of $D$ ). If $M$ is a closed
of $D$ (or, equivalently, elements of the powerset
term, the $judgment\vdash M:\sigma$ can be read as stating that the denotation of $M$ in $D$
is the
under any environment is in the interpretation of . Formally, if
interpretation of , then
$x$

$y$

$f$

$\Psi$

$\mathcal{P}(D)$

$\xi$

$[\sigma]^{D}\subseteq D$

$\sigma$

$\sigma$

$\models D,\xi M:\sigma\Leftrightarrow[M]\xi\in[\sigma]^{D}$

.

.
In the systems of type assignment we derive statements of the form
that,
for any environment
These can be interpreted as conditional statements saying
, if $\xi(x)\in[\tau]^{D}$ whenever
, then the denotation of $M$ under is in the
, then we deﬁne
interpretation of . $If\models D,\xi\Gamma abbreviates\models D,\xi x:\tau$ for all
the semantical counterpart of
as follows:
$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma$

$ x:\tau\in\Gamma$

$\xi$

$\xi$

$ x:\tau\in\Gamma$

$\sigma$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma$

$\Gamma\models \mathcal{D}M:\sigma\Leftrightarrow(\forall\xi\in Var\rightarrow D)[\models \mathcal{D},\xi\Gamma\Rightarrow\models D,\xi M:\sigma]$

.

The minimal requirement for the deﬁnition of type interpretation is the soundness of the type assignment system w.r. . the given interpretation, namely that:
$t$

if

$\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma$

is derivable then

$\Gamma\models DM:\sigma$

.
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As the “meaning” of types is, up to now, given by the rules of the assignment
after the rules themselves [17].
system, we will pattern the deﬁnition of
To simplify matters, we only consider the system BCD.
The easiest case is that of . As any term has type , this is interpreted as the
property that is true of any object in the domain:
$[\sigma]^{D}\subseteq D$

$\omega$

$\omega$

$\Gamma\vdash M:\omega$

$(\omega)$

gives

$[\omega F=D$ .

The interpretation of
is also clear: if something has both the property
:
the property , then it has the property
$\sigma\wedge\tau$

$\sigma$

and

$\sigma\wedge\tau$

$\tau$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\wedge\tau}(\wedge I)$

which gives

[ A
$\sigma$

$\tau \mathbb{I}^{D}\supseteq[\sigma \mathbb{I}^{D}\cap[\tau \mathbb{I}^{D}\cdot$

rules (which are derived rules, as remarked at page 64) we also have
Using the
, hence we get the equality: [a A
that
The interesting case is that of arrow types. Let us ﬁrst consider the arrow
introduction rule, namely:
$(\wedge E)$

$[\sigma\wedge\tau]^{D}\subseteq[\sigma F\cap[\tau]^{\mathcal{D}}$

$\mathcal{T}F=[\sigma \mathbb{I}^{D}\cap[\tau \mathbb{I}^{D}\cdot$

$\frac{\Gamma,x:\sigma\vdash M:\tau}{\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau}(\rightarrow I)$

The semantical reading of the premise is (forgetting about
$(\forall\xi)[\xi(x)\in[\sigma]^{D}\Rightarrow[\Lambda fF\in[\tau]^{D}]$

Therefore for any
this is the same as
If

$d\in[\sigma]^{D}$

it is the case that [

$\Gamma$

):

.
. In any -model
$\lambda$

$M\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{[x\cdot=d]}\in[\tau]^{D}$

$[\lambda x.M\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\cdot d\in[\tau F\cdot$

$F_{D}=\{e\in D|(\exists x, M, \xi)[e=[\lambda x.M\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\}$

, then rule

$(\rightarrow I)$

says:

$\{e\in F_{D}|(\forall d)[d\in[\sigma F\Rightarrow e\cdot d\in[\tau]^{D}]\}\subseteq[\sigma\rightarrow \mathcal{T}F\cdot$

On the other hand, the semantical reading of rule
$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau\Gamma\vdash N:\sigma}{\Gamma\vdash MN:\tau}(\rightarrow E)$

is
$[M]_{\xi}^{D}\in[\sigma\rightarrow \mathcal{T}F$

and

$[Nk^{D}\in[\sigma]^{D}\Rightarrow[MN\mathbb{P}\in[\tau]^{D}$

,

that is
$[\sigma\rightarrow \mathcal{T}F\subseteq\{e\in D|(\forall d)[d\in[\sigma]^{D}\Rightarrow e\cdot d\in[\tau]^{D}]\}$

.

To settle the question of soundness, subsumption remains to be considered:
$\frac{\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\sigma\leq\eta\tau}{\Gamma\vdash M:\tau}$

Whatever the interpretation of the premise
$[M]_{\xi}^{D}\in[\sigma F$

and

(sub)

$\sigma\leq\eta\tau$

could be, this rule says that:

$\sigma\leq\eta\tau\Rightarrow[M\mathbb{P}\in[\tau \mathbb{I}^{D}$

(3)

INTERSECTION TYPES,
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$\sigma\leq_{\eta}\tau$

$\lambda$
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we expect

$[\sigma]^{D}\subseteq[\tau]^{D}$
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. In particular, since

$[M\mathbb{R}\in[\omega]^{D}\Rightarrow[M]_{\xi}^{\mathcal{D}}\in[\omega\rightarrow\omega]^{D}$

for all

$M,$

$\mathcal{D},$

$\xi$

, i.e. by above

$\mathbb{I}\omega\rightarrow\omega]^{D}=D$

$\omega\leq\eta\omega\rightarrow\omega$

, we have

,

. To get this we assume

$[\sigma\rightarrow\tau]^{D}=\{e\in D|(\forall d)[d\in[\sigma F\Rightarrow e\cdot d\in[\tau]^{D}]\}$

.

We recast all this into a deﬁnition, which also takes into account the need of
ﬁxing an interpretation of type variables.
Deﬁnition 10.1 Suppose that
is a
:
. Then we deﬁne [
:
$\mathcal{D}$

$\zeta$

$\mathcal{T}\mathcal{V}\rightarrow \mathcal{P}(D)$

1. [

2.

)
$[\omega\not\in$

3. [ A
$\sigma$

4.

-model.

$A$

type environment is a map

$\sigma \mathbb{P}$

)
$\varphi\not\in$

$\lambda$

$=\zeta(\varphi)$

,

for

all

$\varphi\in \mathcal{T}\mathcal{V}$

,

$=D$ ,
$\tau \mathbb{P}=[\sigma\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\cap[\tau]\xi$

,

$[\sigma\rightarrow\tau]_{\zeta}^{D}=\{e\in D|(\forall d)[d\in[\sigma F\Rightarrow e\cdot d\in[\tau\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}]\}$

.

We leave to the reader to verify that, if
, then for any -model
and type
environment
We remark that, after the introduction of type environments in the deﬁnition of
type interpretation, we have to amend our deﬁnition of the meaning of judgments,
by writing
$\lambda$

$\sigma\leq_{\eta}\tau$

$\zeta,$

$\mathcal{D}$

$[\sigma\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\subseteq[\tau F\cdot$

$\models D,\xi,\zeta M:\sigma\Leftrightarrow[M\mathbb{R}\in[\sigma\Psi\cdot$

The meaning of
is deﬁned accordingly.
The semantic counterparts of the typing statements in the assignment systems
are naturally given by:
$\Gamma\models D,\zeta M:\sigma$

$\Gamma\models M:\sigma\Leftrightarrow(\forall \mathcal{D}, \zeta)[\Gamma\models D,\zeta M:\sigma]$

.

Before stating the soundness theorem, we summarize in a deﬁnition the semantic
notions we have introduced.

Deﬁnition 10.2 Let
be a -model,
environment over , respectively.
$\mathcal{D}$

$\lambda$

$\xi$

and

$\zeta$

a term environment and a type

$\mathcal{D}$

1.

$\models D,\xi,\zeta M:\sigma\Leftrightarrow[M\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\in[\sigma \mathbb{P}$

2.

$\models D,\xi,\zeta\Gamma\Leftrightarrow(\forall x:\tau\in\Gamma)[\models D,\xi,\zeta x:\tau]\Leftrightarrow(\forall x:\tau\in\Gamma)[\xi(x)\in[\mathcal{T}\varphi]$

3.

$\Gamma\models D,\zeta M:\sigma\Leftrightarrow(\forall\xi)[\models D,\xi,\zeta\Gamma\Rightarrow\models D,\xi,\zeta M : \sigma]$

4.

$\Gamma|=M:\sigma\Leftrightarrow(\forall \mathcal{D}, \zeta)[\Gamma\models D,\zeta M:\sigma]$

.

The following theorem is proved by an easy induction on derivations [17]:

Theorem 10.3 (Soundness)

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\sigma\Rightarrow\Gamma\models M:\sigma$

.
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Filter Models and Completeness

11

Let us describe more abstractly and more generally what has been done in the
previous section. A model of intersection types is a structure
$\mathcal{A}=\langle A,$

such that
over $A$ , and

$\subseteq,$

$\cap,$

$T,$

$\rightarrow$

}

is an inf semi-lattice, $T$ is the top in
$\subseteq satisfies$ the following axioms and rules:

$\{A, \subseteq, \cap\}$

$(a\rightarrow b)\cap(a\rightarrow c)$
$a\subseteq a,$

$b\subseteq b$

$T$

$A,$

a binary operation

$L\prec$

$\subseteq$

$a\rightarrow b\cap c$

$(\rightarrow\cap)$

$\Rightarrow$

$a\rightarrow b\subseteq ac\rightarrow b$

$(=\rangle\subseteq)$

$T^{c}\dashv T$

$(T-\eta)$

$\subseteq$

.

In the literature such a structure is called an extended applicative type structure,
EATS $[29, 75]$ . We will essentially follow these two references in the whole development of the present section and of the following one. Previous section gives an
example of an extended applicative type structure in which $A$ is the powerset of
$D,$
the function space
is set intersection, $T$ is $D$ and
is subset inclusion,
constructor.
, to model typing judgments,
We also have a satisfaction relation
which gives two mappings:
$\cap$

$\subseteq$

$\rightarrow$

$\models\subseteq D\times A$

$ext:A\rightarrow \mathcal{P}(D)$

where

$ a\leftarrow\rangle$

$\{d|d\models a\}$

,

prop:

where

$d\leftarrow r\{a|d\models a\}$

.

$D\rightarrow \mathcal{P}(A)$

In the previous section $d\models a$ is $d\in a$ , and $ext$ is the identity. More generally we
can think of
as stating “the element satisﬁes the property .
$A$
on
is such that
The order
$a’$

$d$

$d\models a$

$a\subseteq b\Rightarrow ext(a)\subseteq ext(b)$

,

which is to say
$d\models a,$ $a\subseteq b\Rightarrow d\models b$

As $A$ is an inf semi-lattice, for any
other hand we have:

$a,$

.

$b\in A,$ $ext(a\cap b)\subseteq ext(a)\cap ext(b)$

$d\models a,$ $d\models b\Rightarrow d\models a\lceil\rceil b$

. On the

,

which implies $ext(a\cap b)=ext(a)\cap ext(b)$ . We also observe that there is a top
element $T\in A$ such that $d\models T$ for any : it comes out that
$d$

$T\in prop(d)\neq\emptyset$

Under these conditions, for any
such that:

$d\in D$

.

the set prop $(d)$ is a ﬁlter, namely a subset

$F\subseteq A$

$a\in F,$

$a\subseteq b$

$\Rightarrow$

$b\in F$

,

(4)

INTERSECTION TYPES,
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$ b\in F\Rightarrow$

a
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$nb\in F$,

$T\in F$.

The kernel of prop induces over

$D$

an equivalence

relation\sim :

$d\sim e\Leftrightarrow prop(d)=prop(e)$

.

Taking the quotient
amounts to identifying objects having the same properties. Equivalence classes are injectively mapped, by construction, into the set
of ﬁlters over $A$ . Vice versa, we can think of
as the set of “abstract objects”,
which includes, but does not necessarily coincides with, the image of
.
How can we talk of properties of “abstract objects”? One way to do that is
to look for a map :
that reinterprets properties in $A$ consistently
with our view of
as the set of abstract objects, i.e., a map such that:
$ D/\sim$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$ D/\sim$

$\theta$

$A\rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{F}(A))$

$\theta$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$d\models a\Rightarrow prop(d)\in\theta(a)$

Now if $d\models a$ then
natural choice is

$a\in prop(d)$ ,

i.e., prop $(d)\in\{F\in

.

\mathcal{F}(A)|a\in F\}$

$\theta(a)=\{F\in \mathcal{F}(A)|a\in F\}$

. Therefore a

.

This map is monotonic w.r. . to subset inclusion, namely
$t$

$a\subseteq b\Rightarrow\theta(a)\subseteq\theta(b)$

as if

then $a\in F$ , so that
in the sense that

$F\in\theta(a)$

preserves

$\cap$

$b\in F$

,

by (4), hence

$\theta(anb)=\theta(a)\cap\theta(b)$

$F\in\theta(b)$

. Moreover

$\theta$

,

and it is injective, since
$a\not\in b\Rightarrow b\not\in\uparrow a\Rightarrow\uparrow a\in\theta(a)$

$where\uparrow a=\{c\in A|a\subseteq c\}$

and

$\uparrow a\not\in\theta(b)\Rightarrow\theta(a)\neq\theta(b)$

is the principal ﬁlter generated by

Proposition 11.1 If
is an
subalgebm of the inf semi-lattice
$\langle A, \subseteq, \cap\rangle$

inf

$a$

,

. In conclusion:

semi-lattice, then it is isomorphic to a
via the map .
$\theta$

$\langle \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{F}(A)), \subseteq, \cap\rangle$

We can now rephrase the deﬁnition of interpretation of the arrow as follows:
$d\models a\rightarrow b\Leftrightarrow(\forall e\in D)[e\models a\Rightarrow d\cdot e\models b]$

.

(5)

We have an implicit notion of neighborhoods over $D$ , namely a set
each $a\in A$ . Then the familiar deﬁnition of continuity becomes:
$f(y)\models b\Rightarrow(\exists a\in A)$

[ $(y\models a)$ and

$(\forall z)(z\models a\Rightarrow f(z)\models b)$

].

$ext(a)$

for
(6)
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In the present construction, for any
therefore, by (6):
$d\cdot e\models b\Rightarrow(\exists a\in A)$

Because of (5) and

$(T-\eta)$ ,

[

$e\models a$

the function

$d\in D$

and

is continuous,

$\Phi(d)$

$(\forall e)(e|=a\Rightarrow d\cdot e\models b)$

].

this is equivalent to:

$d\cdot e\models b\Leftrightarrow(\exists a\in A)$

[

and

$e\models a$

$d\models a^{c}\rightarrow\rangle b$

]

i.e., to:

prop $(d\cdot e)=$

{ $b|(\exists a\in A)[a\in prop(e)$ and

$(a\rightarrow b)\in prop(d)]$

}.

We have thus deﬁned an operation on the image of prop:

prop $(d)\cdot

prop(e)=prop(d\cdot e)$ .

If we extend this operation to arbitrary “abstract objects”, namely to the ﬁlters in
, we obtain
$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$F\cdot F=$

{

As a matter of fact, using
closed under application.
Proposition 11.2
Moreover

If

$\mathcal{A}$

$b|(\exists a\in A)[a\in F^{\prime}$

$(c\rightarrow\cap),$

$(c\rightarrow\subseteq)$

and

, and

is an $EATS$, and

$(a\rightarrow b)\in F$

$(T-\eta)$

$F,$ $F$

}.

, we can show that

$\in \mathcal{F}(A)$

, then

$\theta(a\rightarrow b)=\{F|(\forall F)[F\in\theta(a)\Rightarrow F\cdot F^{\prime}\in\theta(b)]\}$

so that,

is

$\in \mathcal{F}(A)$

.

,

if we deﬁne
$U\sim\rangle V=\{F|(\forall F)[F^{\prime}\in U\Rightarrow F\cdot F^{\prime}\in V]\}$

for any

$F\cdot F$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

, then
$EATS$ isomorphism of $A$ into a subalgebm
$U,$ $V\in \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{F}(A))$

is an $EATS$, and

$\langle \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{F}(A)), \subseteq, \cap, \mathcal{F}(A),\sim\rangle$

of

$\mathcal{P}(\mathcal{F}(A))$

,
$\theta$

is an

.

Because of this proposition,
is now an applicative structure. We may
deﬁne a mapping
, such that
whose domain is
$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(F)=\lambda X.F\cdot X\in \mathcal{F}(A)^{\mathcal{F}(A)}$

.

What can we say about the range of
? Let
:
adapting (6), we say that it is continuous if for all $F$ and
$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

[

$h$

$h(F)\in\theta(b)\Rightarrow(\exists a\in A)$ $F\in\theta(a)$

If

$h$

and

$\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)$

$b\in A$

be a function;

:

$h[\theta(a)]\subseteq\theta(b)$

].

(7)

is continuous and $b\in h(F)$ , then $b\in h(\uparrow a)$ for some $a\in F$ . Vice versa if
for some $a\in F$ , then there exists
such that
.

$b\in h(\uparrow a)$

$c\in\uparrow a\subseteq F$

$h[\theta(c)]\subseteq\theta(b)$

INTERSECTION TYPES,
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But $F\in\theta(c)$ , therefore $h(F)\in\theta(b)$ , i.e.
continuous, then for all $F$
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We conclude that if

$b\in h(F)$ .

$h(F)=\bigcup_{a\in F}h(\uparrow a)$

$h$

.

is

(8)

That (8) implies (7) is also true, so that these are equivalent deﬁnitions of continuity. The set of continuous functions over
will be denoted by
.
Now, through routine calculations, we establish
$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$[\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)]$

$F\cdot F=\bigcup_{a\in F,b\in F^{\prime}}(\uparrow a\cdot\uparrow b)$

.

This says that application is continuous in both its arguments: continuity in the
second argument implies
. Continuity in the ﬁrst
$Rng(\Phi^{\mathcal{F}})\subseteq[\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)]$

argument implies
$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(F)=\bigcup_{a\in F}\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(\uparrow a)$

,

that is
itself is “continuous” (at least it satisﬁes a similar condition as (8)).
But we can show more: under a suitable hypothesis
is the range
of
. Aiming at this, we ﬁrst observe that a continuous function is completely
determined by its behavior on principal ﬁlters, namely by pairs $b\in A$ such that
, as this immediately follows from (8), since $F=\bigcup_{a\in F}\uparrow a$ . On the
other hand, the deﬁnition of application suggests a possible coding of a continuous
function
into a ﬁlter: take the least ﬁlter $F$ such that,
then
$a\rightarrow b\in F$
. This deﬁnes a function
:
by
$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$[\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)]$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$h$

$a,$

$\uparrow b\subseteq h(\uparrow a)$

$h$

$if\uparrow b\subseteq h(\uparrow a)$

$\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$[\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)]\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)$

$\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}(h)=\cap\{F\in \mathcal{F}(A)|\uparrow b\subseteq h(\uparrow a)\Rightarrow a\rightarrow b\in F\}$

.

Remark that, if
is taken with the pointwise ordering, then
is
(continuous’ in the sense that it preserves directed sups.
We say that an EATS is continuous if and only if it satisﬁes the following
condition:
$\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$[\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)]$

(cont)

$n_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i})\subseteq a\rightarrow b\Rightarrow\cap\{b_{i}|i\in I, a\subseteq a_{i}\}\subseteq b$

where is a ﬁnite set of indices. As a matter of fact, because of
, in any EATS
the opposite implication of (cont) holds, so that in a continuous EATS (cont) is
actually an equivalence. Notice that
satisﬁes (cont), as stated in Proposition 9.6.
$I$

$(\rightarrow\cap)$

$\leq_{\eta}$

Theorem 11.3 Let
(ﬁlter model), that is

$\mathcal{A}$

be a continuous $EATS$. Then
$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}\circ\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}=Id$

Moreover, if the term interpretation map is
term $M$ and term environment :
$\xi$

$\mathcal{F}(A),$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}},$

$\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}\rangle$

is a

$\lambda$

-model

.

deﬁned

$Var\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)$

{

via

:

$[MD_{\xi[x:=F]}^{F(A)}=\bigcup_{a\in F}[M\mathbb{F}_{[x:=\uparrow a]}^{(A)}\cdot$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

and

$\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}$

, then

for

any
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to the next section (Corollary 12.4).
the proof of
The second part of the theorem follows by an induction over $M$ : it says that any
.
.
is continuous, therefore it is in the domain of
function

Proof. We defer
$\lambda F$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}\circ\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}=Id$

$\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\square $

$[M]\xi_{[x:=F]}^{(A)}$

The construction of a ﬁlter model is interesting since it is a tool for proving
that the intersection type as signment system BCD is complete w.r. . the semantics
introduced in Section 10.
, where
is the BCD subtype relation,
Consider the EATS
of)
set
of types: then this EATS is
the
is the (quotient under
and where
:
be the type environment
continuous by Proposition 9.6. Let
deﬁned by:
.
$t$

$\langle \mathcal{T}, \leq_{\eta}, \wedge,\omega, \rightarrow\rangle$

$\mathcal{T}$

$\leq_{\eta}$

$\leq_{\eta}$

$\zeta_{0}$

$\mathcal{T}\mathcal{V}\rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}))$

$\zeta_{0}(\varphi)=\theta(\varphi)=\{F\in \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T})|\varphi\in F\}$

It is not diﬃcult to prove that, for all

$\sigma\in \mathcal{T}$

,

.

$\mathbb{I}^{\sigma}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{0}^{(\mathcal{T})}=\theta(\sigma)=\{F\in \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T})|\sigma\in F\}$

But

$\theta$

is an isomorphism, therefore

.

$\sigma\leq\eta\tau\Rightarrow\theta(\sigma)\subseteq\theta(\tau)$

in
Now the key step consists in showing that the interpretation of any term
$M$
system
in
the
types
for
set
of
derivable
the
the -model
coincides with
BCD:
$\Lambda f$

$\lambda$

$\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T})$

Theorem 11.4 The interpretation of terms into the
for any term $M$ and term environment :

$\lambda$

-model

$\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T})$

is such that,

$\xi$

[

$M\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{(\mathcal{T})}=$

{

$\sigma|(\exists\Gamma)[\models_{\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}),\xi,\zeta_{0}}\Gamma$

and

To help the reader, we ﬁrst observe that
, namely that
, we get

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\sigma]$

}.

if and only if for all
$\tau\in\xi(x)$ (which makes sense,

$\models_{\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}),\xi,\zeta_{0}}\Gamma$

$ x:\tau\in\Gamma$

as

$\xi(x)\in[\tau \mathbb{F}_{0}^{(\mathcal{T})}=\theta(\tau)$

$\xi(x)\in \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}))$

.

We only sketch the proof of Theorem 11.4. It is by cases, going through the
In the case of the application one establishes the thesis by
deﬁnition of [
using Lemma 9.5(4)
$ M\mathbb{F}^{(\mathcal{T})}\cdot$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}MN:\tau\Leftrightarrow(\exists\sigma)$

[

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

and

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}N:\sigma$

].

Similarly, in the case of abstraction the thesis follows by
$\Gamma\vdash\lambda x.M:\sigma\eta\rightarrow\tau\Leftrightarrow\Gamma,$

$ x:\sigma\vdash M:\tau\eta$

which is Lemma 9.5(3). We have now all we need for the proof of the completeness
theorem (ﬁrst given in [17]).
Theorem 11.5 (Completeness)

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\sigma\Leftrightarrow\Gamma\models M:\sigma$

.
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The only if part is Theorem 10.3. For the if part, it suﬃces that for some
-model
implies
and type environment
.
Given a basis set:

Proof.
$\lambda$

$\mathcal{D}$

$\Gamma\models D,\zeta M:\sigma$

$\zeta,$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\sigma$

$\Gamma$

$\xi_{\Gamma}(x)=\left\{\begin{array}{ll}\uparrow\sigma & if x:\sigma\in\Gamma\\\uparrow\omega & otherwise.\end{array}\right.$

By construction

$\models_{\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}),\xi_{\Gamma},\zeta_{0}}\Gamma$

$\Gamma\models \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}),\zeta_{0}M:\sigma$

$[M\mathbb{F}_{\Gamma}^{(\mathcal{T})}\in[\sigma]i_{0}^{(\mathcal{T})}=\theta(\sigma)$

$\Rightarrow$

$\sigma\in[M\mathbb{F}_{\Gamma}^{(\mathcal{T})}$

$\Rightarrow$

$(\exists\Gamma)$

$\Rightarrow$

‘

that

[

$\models_{\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}),\xi_{\Gamma},\zeta_{0}}\Gamma^{\prime}$

and

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\sigma$

]

by Theorem 11.4.

; therefore there exists
‘,
then for any
. It is easy to check that:
and
$ x:\tau‘\in\Gamma$

$If\models_{\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}),\xi_{\Gamma},\zeta_{0}}\Gamma$

$ x:\tau\in\Gamma$

. Now

$\tau\in\xi_{\Gamma}(x)$

$\tau$

such

$\tau\leq\eta\tau$

$\Gamma\subsetneq\Gamma$

and

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\sigma\Rightarrow\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\sigma$

.

Concluding we have that
$\Gamma\models \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T}),\zeta_{0}M:\sigma\Rightarrow\Gamma\vdash M:\sigma\eta$

’

and the thesis follows.

12

$\square $

Filter Models and Domains

Filter models arising from EATS turn out to be useful for describing a whole class
of domains. Let $A$ be an inf semi-lattice and
its ﬁlter structure. Then
is naturally ordered by set inclusion. Moreover, if
then
is a ﬁlter.
Now any ordered set closed under arbitrary infs has also arbitrary sups:
$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$\mathcal{G}\subseteq \mathcal{F}(A)$

$\cap \mathcal{G}$

$u\mathcal{G}=\uparrow\{b|\exists n\exists a_{1}, \ldots, a_{n}\in\cup \mathcal{G}b=a_{1}\cap\cdots\cap a_{n}\}$

where
for
we mean the upper closure of $X$ .
We remark that, if is directed with respect
in this case
is just the union of . We conclude that
lattice.
The inf semi-lattice $A$ is injectively embedded into
, which is however order reversing since
$by\uparrow X$

,

$X\subseteq A$

$to\subseteq,$

$\mathcal{G}$

$u\mathcal{G}$

$\mathcal{G}$

$then\cup \mathcal{G}$

is aﬁlter, so that
is a complete

$\{\mathcal{F}(A), \subseteq\}$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

via the map

$\uparrow-:A\rightarrow$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$a\subseteq b\Leftrightarrow\uparrow b\subseteq\uparrow a$

.

On the other hand the image of $A$ into
determines its structure, as we have
shown that
. It is worth to note that $\{\uparrow a|a\in F\}$ is
for any
, so that we can read the last equation as the algebraicity
a directed subset of
property of
.
$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$F=\bigcup_{a\in F}\uparrow a$

$F\in \mathcal{F}(A)$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$\mathcal{F}(A)^{5}$

5See the classic [50], Ch. 1, \S 4. A more recent reference is [88], Ch. 3.
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Proposition 12.1 If $A$ is an inf semi-lattice, then {
is a complete algebraic lattice, whose ﬁnite elements6
are exactly the principal ﬁlters, namely
the image of A
$\mathcal{F}(A),$

$\subseteq\rangle$

$\mathcal{K}\mathcal{F}(A)$

$ via\uparrow-\cdot$

Proof.

If

from

is a directed subset of
then
. Vice versa if
for some
, we immediately conclude that
for some
$\mathcal{F}(A)and\uparrow a\subseteq u\mathcal{G}$

$\mathcal{G}$

$a\in\uparrow a\subseteq G$

$u\mathcal{G}=\cup \mathcal{G}$

$G\in \mathcal{G}:hence\uparrow a\in \mathcal{K}\mathcal{F}(A)$

$F=\uparrow a$

$F=\bigcup_{a\in F}\uparrow a$

so that

$F\in \mathcal{K}\mathcal{F}(A)$

$a\in F$

then,

.

$\square $

The last proposition is the half of a representation theorem for complete alge, then $due\in \mathcal{K}(D)$ ,
braic lattices. Indeed, if $D$ is such a structure and
semi-lattice,
$\sup$
so that
is a
and therefore
is an inf semi-lattice7.
We know from domain theory that any algebraic dcpo (hence in particular any
$d,$ $e\in \mathcal{K}(D)$

$\mathcal{K}(D)^{op}$

$\mathcal{K}(D)$

complete algebraic lattice) is isomorphic to the ideal completion
of its
ﬁnite elements. Now ideals are dual to ﬁlters, so that if we reverse the order, ideals
$\mathcal{I}(\mathcal{K}(D))$

become ﬁlters and
$\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{K}(D)^{op})=\mathcal{I}(\mathcal{K}(D))\simeq D$

.

Corollary 12.2 (Representation of Complete Algebraic Lattices)
A poset
is a complete algebraic lattice if and only if there exists some
, or, dually, if and only if
semi-lattice $A$ such that
.
$\langle D, \subseteq\rangle$

$D\simeq \mathcal{F}(A)$

inf

$D\simeq \mathcal{I}(A^{op})$

Domains are seen both as ordered structures and as topological spaces. As
such they are taken with the Scott topology. One way to present this topology is
to consider the subbasis consisting of the opens
$\mathcal{O}_{e}=\{d\in D|e\subseteq d\}$

Now in the case of

$D=\mathcal{F}(A)$

,

where

$e\in \mathcal{K}(D)$

.

we have

$\mathcal{O}_{\uparrow a}=\{F\in \mathcal{F}(A)|\uparrow a\subseteq F\}=\{F\in \mathcal{F}(A)|a\in F\}=\theta(a)$

.

Therefore Proposition 11.1 can be strengthened by saying that the subalgebra of
to which
is isomorphic via is a subbasis of the Scott topology

$\mathcal{P}(\mathcal{F}(A))$

$\langle A, \subseteq, n\rangle$

$\theta$

over
.
This construction is universal. Deﬁne a frame as a partial order closed under
ﬁnite infs and arbitrary sups, which satisﬁes the frame distribution law:
$\Omega \mathcal{F}(A)$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$uY\cap x=u\{y\cap x|y\in Y\}$ .

A special case of frame is the set of opens of a topological space. Frames form a
category, whose morphisms are mappings preserving $u$ and . Let $A$ be an inf
semi-lattice and $B$ be a frame: observe that a frame is also an inf semi-lattice.
$\cap$

6In a cpo

an element is ﬁnite, or compact, if whenever $X\subseteq D$ is directed and $d\subseteq uX$
then
for some $e\in X$ . The set of ﬁnite elements of $D$ will be denoted by
.
7What makes the diﬀerence between generic algebraic dcpos and algebraic lattices is that in
the former case
is not necessarily a $\sup$ semi-lattice, but just a conditional $\sup$ semi-lattice,
which has the sups of upper bounded elements. See e.g. [88], \S 3.2.
$D$

$d$

$d\subseteq e$

$\mathcal{K}(D)$

$\mathcal{K}(D)$
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Then for any inf semi-lattice morphism
: $A\rightarrow B$ there exists a unique frame
’
morphism
:
such that $ f=f’\circ\theta$ , whose deﬁnition is
$f$

$f$

$\Omega \mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow B$

$f^{\prime}(\mathcal{O})=u$

{ $f(a)$ I

$\theta(a)\subseteq \mathcal{O}$

}.

In Section 11, Theorem 11.3, we deferred to the present section the proof that
. Let us address
the range of
is the space of continuous functions over
this question now.
If $D$ is a complete algebraic lattice then the space of Scott continuous functions
is also a complete algebraic lattice8. The ﬁnite elements of
are
then ﬁnite sups of step functions: if
then the step function
is
deﬁned by:
$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$[D\rightarrow D]$

$[D\rightarrow D]$

$(d\Rightarrow e)$

$d,$ $e\in \mathcal{K}(D)$

$(d\Rightarrow e)(x)=\left\{\begin{array}{ll}e & if d\subseteq x\\\perp & otherwise.\end{array}\right.$

, where $A$ is an EATS, then we see a
If we look at $D$ as a ﬁlter structure
)
(which is a ﬁnite element of
relation between the principal
) given by the
(which is ﬁnite in
and the step function
$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$fi1ter\uparrow(a\rightarrow b)$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$[\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)]$

$(\uparrow a\Rightarrow\uparrow b)$

map

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

, or, equivalently, by the operation

$--$

:

$\uparrow(a\rightarrow b)\cdot G=\left\{\begin{array}{ll}\uparrow b & if\uparrow a\subseteq G\\\uparrow T & else,\end{array}\right.$

$since\uparrow T$ is the bottom of
for any ﬁlter $G$ ; therefore
. The same thing can be observed on the topological side. If $a\rightarrow b\in F$ then
. But also the vice versa is true: indeed
then for some
$a\rightarrow
b\in
F$
, that is
. We conclude
it is the case that
$a\rightarrow b\in F$ .
Therefore
$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(\uparrow(a\rightarrow b))=(\uparrow a\Rightarrow\uparrow b),$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$if\uparrow b\subseteq F\cdot\uparrow a$

$\uparrow b\subseteq F\cdot\uparrow a$

$a\rightarrow b\subseteq a\rightarrow b$

$a\in\uparrow a$

$a\rightarrow b\in F\Leftrightarrow b\in\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(F)(\uparrow a)\Leftrightarrow(\uparrow a\Rightarrow\uparrow b)\subseteq\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(F)$

,

(9)

sends the open set
into the open set
).
$that\uparrow((a\rightarrow
b)\cap(a\rightarrow
b^{\prime}))=\uparrow(ac\prec b)u\uparrow(a\rightarrow b)$ , it is
Since we know
,
the whole set
tempting to conclude that we can describe via
. This is, however, not the
and therefore that
is the range of
case in general, since even if we can show that
is continuous, we cannot say
anything about its behavior on (ﬁnite) undirected sups. Indeed the fact that the
actually
range of
coincides with the space of continuous functions over
depends on the axioms about the arrow holding in the EATS .
namely

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\theta(a\rightarrow b)$

$\mathcal{O}_{(\uparrow a}\Rightarrow\uparrow b$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\mathcal{K}[\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)]$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$[\mathcal{F}(A)\rightarrow \mathcal{F}(A)]$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$\mathcal{A}$

coincides with the set
Theorem 12.3 Let
be an $EATS$ . Then the range of
of Scott continuous functions over
if and only if is continuous.
$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\mathcal{A}$

$\mathcal{F}(A)$

$\mathcal{A}$

8It is known that, if $D$ is an algebraic lattice which is not complete, then
be algebraic. See e.g. [88], \S 3.3, Example 3.10.

$[D\rightarrow D]$

may fail to
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We ﬁrst observe that, if
we have
indexes, then for any

Proof.

$f=u_{i\in I}(\uparrow a_{i}\Rightarrow\uparrow b_{i})$

where

is a ﬁnite set of

$I$

$F\in \mathcal{F}(A)$

$f(F)$

$=$

$u\{\uparrow b_{i}|i\in I, a_{i}\in F\}$

$=$

$\uparrow\cap\{b_{i}|i\in I, a_{i}\in F\}$

(10)

.

Now, to prove the if part of the theorem we show that
is continuous,
namely that all ﬁnite sups of step functions are representable: as
. We recall that,
this implies that all continuous functions are in the range of
it holds
in a continuous EATS
$f=\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(\uparrow\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i}))$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$\mathcal{A}$

$\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i})\subseteq a\rightarrow b\Leftrightarrow\cap\{b_{i}|i\in I, a\subseteq a_{i}\}\subseteq b$

Then we have that for any

.

(11)

$c\in A$

$b\in\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(\uparrow\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i}))(\uparrow c)$

$\Leftrightarrow(\exists a\in\uparrow c)[\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i})\subseteq a\rightarrow b]$

$\Leftrightarrow(\exists a\in\uparrow c)[\cap\{b_{i}|i\in I, a\subseteq a_{i}\}\subseteq b]$

$\cap\{b_{i}|i\in I, c\subseteq a_{i}\}\subseteq b$

$\Leftrightarrow$

$\Leftrightarrow b\in f(\uparrow c)$

As

and

$f$

by (11)

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(\uparrow\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\llcorner\Rightarrow b_{i}))$

.

agree on ﬁnite elements, by continuity they are the

same.
. Taking $ f=ui\in I(\uparrow$
For the only if part suppose that
, since
is surjective.
s.t.
as above, there exists
since $G$ is
By (9), $a_{i}L\div b_{i}\in G$ for all $i\in I$ , therefore
. But $G$ is also upward closed, so that $a\rightarrow b\in G$ and
closed under ﬁnite
again by (9). Using this fact and (10), we conclude that:
$\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i})\subseteq a\rightarrow b$

$G\in \mathcal{F}(A)$

$a_{i}\Rightarrow\uparrow b_{i})$

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}$

$f=\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(G)$

$\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i})\in G$

$\inf$

$b\in\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(G)(\uparrow a)=f(\uparrow a)$

$b$

$;\cap\{b_{i}|i\in I, a_{i}\in\uparrow a\}=\cap\{b_{i}|i\in I, a\subseteq a_{i}\}$

.
$\square $

Corollary 12.4
then

If

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}\circ\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}=Id$

$\mathcal{F}=\mathcal{F}(A)$

is the space

of ﬁlters over a

continuous

$EATS\mathcal{A}$

,

.

against compact functions.
It suﬃces to check the identity
: by similar calculations as in the proof of Theorem 12.3
Take
we have

Proof.

$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}\circ\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}=Id$

$f=u_{i\in I}(\uparrow a_{i}\Rightarrow\uparrow b_{i})$

$\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}(f)$

$=$

$\cap\{F|b\in f(\uparrow a)\Rightarrow a\rightarrow b\in F\}$

$=$

$\cap\{F|\cap\{b_{i}|i\in I, a_{i}\in\uparrow a\}\subseteq b\Rightarrow a^{c}\rightarrow b\in F\}$

$=$

$\cap\{F|\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i})\subseteq a\rightarrow b\Rightarrow a\rightarrow b\in F\}$

$=$

$\uparrow\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\llcorner\star b_{i})$

.
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$\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}(\uparrow\bigcap_{i\in I}(a_{i}\rightarrow b_{i}))=f$

and
$we\square $

We refer to [29] for the proof that ﬁlter models can be used to mimic inverse
limit constructions that solve domain equations.
We conclude with a few remarks concerning the importance of choosing certain
EATS axioms for the arrow with respect to the semantics of arrow types and the
in the type
basic retraction $[D\rightarrow D]gD^{9}$ . We observed that putting
theory enforces
$\omega\leq\omega\rightarrow\omega$

$[\sigma\rightarrow\tau]_{\zeta}^{D}=\{e\in D|(\forall d)[d\in[\sigma F\Rightarrow e\cdot d\in[\tau F]\}$

We may relax this, by taking
the ﬁlter application operation by:

$\sigma\rightarrow\omega\leq\omega\rightarrow\omega$

.

instead, at the price of redeﬁning

$ F\cdot F=\{b|(\exists a\in A)[a\in F^{\prime}and(a\llcorner\Rightarrow b)\in F]\}\cup\uparrow\omega$

.

To break the equality
is indeed necessary for modeling the lazy
calculus instead of the classical -calculus [2]. On the other hand if we want an
extensional -model, whose domain equation is $D=[D\rightarrow D]$ , then we ask for
the equality
. In these models, -convertible terms must have the
same meanings, i.e., the same types. This is true when any type is equivalent
to a ﬁnite intersection of arrow types. Now, for a continuous EATS to induce an
extensional -model it suﬃces that any type variable has this property [34].
$\lambda-$

$\omega=\omega\rightarrow\omega$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\Psi^{\mathcal{F}}\circ\Phi^{\mathcal{F}}=Id$

$\eta$

$\sigma$

$\lambda$

$\varphi$

13

Types and B\"ohm Trees

If we consider -terms as programs we are led naturally to the intuitive idea that
the meaning of a -term (program) is represented by the amount of “meaningful
information” we can extract from the term by “running it”. The formalization of
“the information” obtained from a term requires ﬁrst the deﬁnition of what is, in
a -term, a “stable relevant minimal information” directly observable in the term.
This is the token of information which cannot be altered by further reductions but
can only be added upon. (As an example the reader may think of the calculation
. The calculation process merely adds decimals to the already calculated
of the
decimal expansion).
If one orders all the stable relevant minimal information which can be obtained
from a computation according their information content, then a tree naturally
arises. There are many tree representations in the literature, depending on the
diﬀerent notions of stable relevant minimal information. Among them B\"ohm trees
[15] (Chapter 10) have been ﬁrst introduced and widely studied. In this case we
consider head normal forms as the only stable relevant information. We denote
by
the absence of information. Therefore we are naturally led to the following
deﬁnition of B\"ohm tree of a -term $M(BT(M))$ .
$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\sqrt{2}$

$\Omega$

$\lambda$

$\varphi$

:

9There is retraction of $D$ into
s.t. $\varphi 0\psi=Id$ .
$E\rightarrow D$

$E$

, written $DgE$ , if there exist the morphisms

$\psi$

:

$D\rightarrow E$

and
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Deﬁnition 13.1 The Bohm tree $BT(M)$
lows:
$\bullet$

if $M$

is solvable,

$i.e$

.

otherwise,

$i.e$

.

if $M$

term

$M$

is

deﬁned

$M\rightarrow_{\beta}\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.yN_{1}\ldots N_{m}*(n, m\geq 0)$

...

$BT(N_{1})$

$\bullet$

of a

by cases as

fol-

, then:

$BT(N_{m})$

is unsolvable:
$ BT(M)=\Omega$ .

For example if

$\Delta_{3}\equiv\lambda x.xxx$

$BT(\Delta_{3})=$

and

$\Omega_{3}\equiv\Delta_{3}\Delta_{3}$

we get:

$ BT(\Omega_{3})=\Omega$

$\lambda x.x$

being
a normal form and
an unsolvable term.
The ﬁxed-point combinator $Y\equiv\lambda f.(\lambda x.f(xx))(\lambda x.f(xx))$ reduces to
$\Delta_{3}$

$\Omega_{3}$

$n$

$\lambda f.f(\ldots(f(Yf)\ldots)\sim$

for every

$n\geq 1$

and therefore we obtain the following inﬁnite

B\"ohm tree:

$BT(Y)=$

$\lambda f.f$

$1$

$f$

$1$

$f$

.

The last example shows that we can end with inﬁnite trees, which are eﬀectively
generated. The point is that, each time, we do not have computed the whole tree,
but just a part of it, and something always remains to be computed. This can be
represented by taking cuts of the inﬁnite tree of ﬁnite depth, putting as label of
certain leaves to mean that there we lack of information. If ﬁnite trees match up
to subtrees rooted in such undeﬁned nodes, we say that they are compatible, and
their merge is a $\sup$ of the information they convey. The inﬁnite tree can now be
recovered as the limit $(\sup)$ of its ﬁnite cuts. As a ﬁrst example let us consider the
cutting of the ﬁnite tree $BT(\Delta_{3})$ , which yields aﬁnite set of trees:
$\Omega$
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$\lambda x.x$

$\lambda x.x$

$\lambda x.x$

$\Omega$

B\"OHM TREES

Then we apply the same technique to the inﬁnite case, cutting $BT(Y)$ to an inﬁnite
set of trees:
$\Omega$

$\lambda f.f$

$|$

$\Omega$

$\lambda f.f$

$\lambda f.f$

$|$

$|$

$f$

$f$

$|$

$|$

$\Omega$

$f$

$1$

$\Omega$

It is important to notice the (apparently) diﬀerent roles played by the constant
in the deﬁnition of B\"ohm trees and in the trees obtained by cutting them. When
we build a B\"ohm tree,
means that we get an unsolvable term. In the cutting
process,
simply replaces any B\"ohm tree, i.e. any term. To better understand
the meaning of
we can consider the cuttings of the B\"ohm trees as photographs
of the -terms obtained by halting the computations after some ﬁnite number of
steps. In this view
simply corresponds to a -term which is not in head normal
in the deﬁnition of -approximants of
form. This is exactly the role played by
(see
9.3).
-terms
Deﬁnition
To formalize this idea, we can deﬁne the approximate B\"ohm tree of a -term
$M(ABT(M))$ as follows:
$\Omega$

$\Omega$

$\Omega$

$\Omega$

$\lambda$

$\Omega$

$\lambda$

$\Omega$

$\eta$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\bullet$

if $M$ is in head normal form, i.e.
then:

$ABT(N_{1})$

$\bullet$

otherwise, i.e. if

$M$

$M\equiv\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.yN_{1}\ldots N_{m}(n, m\geq 0)$

...

$ABT(N_{m})$

is not in head normal form:
$ ABT(M)=\Omega$ .

We can extend the deﬁnition of B\"ohm trees to

$\lambda\Omega$

-terms by assuming:

$ BT(\lambda x_{1}\ldots x_{n}.\Omega A_{i}f_{1}\ldots M_{m})=\Omega$

where

$n,$

$m\geq 0$

,

. Then an alternative and equivalent deﬁnition is
$ABT(M)=BT(\alpha_{\eta}(M))$

,
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where
is the mapping associating an -approximant to each -term (Deﬁnition 9.2).
$\lambda x.x(Ix)(Ix)$ ,
, it is easy to verify that the -terms
For example, if
$\lambda x.xx(Ix)$ and $\lambda x.x(Ix)x$ are all reducible to
and that their approximate B\"ohm
$BT(\Delta_{3})$
. Notice that $ABT(\Delta_{3})\equiv BT(\Delta_{3})$ ,
trees are all the possible cuttings of
and clearly this holds for all terms in normal form.
In the case of $Y$ we have:
$\lambda$

$\eta$

$\alpha_{\eta}$

$I\equiv\lambda x.x$

$\lambda$

$I\Delta_{3},$

$\Delta_{3}$

$Y=\beta\lambda f.f(Yf)=\beta\lambda f.f(f(Yf))=\beta\lambda f.f(f(f(Yf)))=\beta\cdots$

and the approximate B\"ohm trees of these -terms are the cuttings of $BT(Y)$ .
A tree obtained by cutting another tree carries at most the same information,
so it is natural to introduce the following partial order on trees:
$\lambda$

$T\subseteq T$

iﬀ $T$ results from

$T$

by cutting oﬀ some subtrees.

The partial order on trees naturally induces a partial order on
$M\subseteq N$

iﬀ

$\lambda\Omega$

-terms as follows:

$BT(M)\subseteq BT(N)$ .

By deﬁnition we get that the approximate B\"ohm tree of a
equal to the B\"ohm tree of that term, i.e.
$ABT(M)\subseteq BT(M)$

for all

$\lambda$

-terms

$\lambda$

-term is less than or

$M$ .

Moreover the notion of B\"ohm tree is clearly invariant under
-terms, so we have:

$\beta$

-convertibility of

$\lambda$

if

$N=\beta M$

then

$ABT(N)\subseteq BT(M)$ .

On the other hand, it is easy to verify that, if the tree $T$ is obtained by cutting
$BT(M)$ , then there is a -term $N$ such that $N=\beta M$ and $ABT(N)=T$ . Since
we immediately have that each B\"ohm tree is the least upper bound of its cuttings
w.r. . , we can conclude that
$\lambda$

$t$

$\subseteq$

$BT(M)=u\{ABT(N)|N=\beta M\}$ .
Clearly there is a one-one correspondence between -approximants and ﬁnite B\"ohm
trees. Recalling the deﬁnition of the set
of the -approximants of $M$ (Definition 9.3) we get
$\eta$

$\mathcal{A}_{\eta}(M)$

$\eta$

$BT(M)=\square \{BT(A)|A\in \mathcal{A}_{\eta}(M)\}$

.

We want to associate to each -approximant a pair {basis; type} which carries the same information $[32, 86]$ . We call this pair the principal pair of the
-approximant. We say that two pairs are compatible if they do not share common
type variables.
$\eta$

$\eta$

INTERSECTION TYPES,

$\lambda$
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Deﬁnition 13.2 Let $A$ be an -approximant. The principal pair of $A$ is inductively
deﬁned as follows.
$\eta$

1.

$ pp(\Omega)=\langle\emptyset;\omega\rangle$

2.

If $pp(A)=\{\Gamma,$

3.

If

4. If
\langle

.
$ x:\sigma;\tau\rangle$

and

$ pp(A)=\langle\Gamma;\tau\rangle$

$pp(A_{i})=\langle\Gamma_{i}$

$\Gamma;\varphi$

}, where

;

$\tau_{i}$

}

, then
$x$

$pp(\lambda x.A)=\{\Gamma;\sigma\rightarrow\tau\}$

does not occur in

$(1\leq i\leq m)$

$\Gamma$

, then

.

$ pp(\lambda x.A)=\langle\Gamma;\omega\rightarrow\tau\rangle$

.

are compatible $pairs^{10}$ , then $pp(xA_{1}\ldots A_{m})=$
and is fresh11.

$\Gamma=\cup+_{i=1}^{m}\Gamma_{i}\cup+\{x:\tau_{1}\rightarrow\ldots\rightarrow\tau_{m}\rightarrow\varphi\}$

$\varphi$

For example we have
,

$ pp(x)=\{\{x:\varphi\};\varphi\rangle$

$pp(\Delta_{3})=\langle\emptyset;\varphi\wedge\psi\wedge(\varphi\rightarrow\psi\rightarrow\chi)\rightarrow\chi\}$

$pp(\Omega)=\langle\emptyset;\omega\}$

,

,

$ pp(\lambda f.f\Omega)=\langle\emptyset;(\omega\rightarrow\varphi)\rightarrow\varphi\rangle$

,

$pp(\lambda f.f(f\Omega))=\langle\emptyset;(\omega\rightarrow\varphi)\wedge(\varphi\rightarrow\psi)\rightarrow\psi\}$

,

.
Each principal pair is deducible for the corresponding -approximant in the

$pp(\lambda f.f(f(f\Omega)))=\{\emptyset;(\omega\rightarrow\varphi)\wedge(\varphi\rightarrow\psi)\wedge(\psi\rightarrow\chi)\rightarrow\chi\}$

$\eta$

system BCD, i.e.
$ pp(A)=\langle\Gamma;\tau\rangle$

implies

$\Gamma\vdash A:\tau\eta$

.

This can be easily veriﬁed by induction on the set of -approximants.
If
: by axiom
.
$A\equiv\lambda x.A$ ’
If
, then by induction
and
where
: , so we conclude
.
by rule
If $A\equiv\lambda x.A$ ’ and
where $pp(A’)=\{\Gamma;\tau\}$ , then by induction
: . Since
, then we may derive
does not occur free in
and
’
: (as weakening is admissible): from this we get
:
by
.
If $A\equiv xA_{1}\ldots A_{m}$ then
where
$pp(A_{i})=\{\Gamma_{i};
\tau_{i}\}(1\leq
i\leq
m)$
and
. Clearly
using
: , which
axiom (var) and possibly rule
. By induction we get
implies
:
for $(1 \leq i\leq m)$ , since weakening is admissible in our system.
Therefore we can deduce
as follows:
$\eta$

$ A\equiv\Omega then\vdash_{\eta}\Omega$

$(\omega)$

$\omega$

$ pp(A)=\langle\Gamma;\sigma\rightarrow\tau\rangle$

$\Gamma,$

$x:\sigma\vdash_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

$ pp(A^{\prime})=\langle\Gamma, x:\sigma;\tau\rangle$

$(\rightarrow I)$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A:\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$\tau$

$ pp(A)=\langle\Gamma;\omega\rightarrow\tau\rangle$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

$\Gamma,$

$x:\omega\vdash_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

$\Gamma$

$x$

$\tau$

$A^{\prime}$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}\lambda x.A$

$\tau$

$\omega\rightarrow\tau$

$(\rightarrow I)$

$ pp(A)=\{\Gamma;\varphi\rangle$

$\varphi\}$

$\Gamma=\cup+_{i=1}^{m}\Gamma_{i}\cup+\{x:\tau_{1}\rightarrow\ldots\rightarrow\tau_{m}\rightarrow$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}x:\tau_{1}\rightarrow\ldots\rightarrow\tau_{m}\rightarrow\varphi$

$(\leq\eta)$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A_{i}$

$\Gamma_{i}\vdash_{\eta}A_{i}$

$\tau_{i}$

$\tau_{i}$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A:\varphi$

$\frac{\Gamma\vdash x:\tau_{1}\rightarrow\cdots\rightarrow\tau_{m}.\rightarrow\varphi\Gamma\vdash A_{1}:\tau_{1}}{\Gamma\vdash xA_{1}:\tau_{2}\rightarrow\cdot\cdot\rightarrow\tau_{m}\rightarrow\varphi}(\rightarrow E)$

:
$\frac{\Gamma\vdash xA_{1\cdots A}4_{m-1}:\tau_{m}\rightarrow\varphi..\Gamma\vdash A_{m}:\tau_{m}:}{\Gamma\vdash xA_{1}.A_{m}:\varphi}(\rightarrow E)$

condition can always be satisﬁed by suitably choosing the names of the type variables.
be more precise, we associate a set of principal pairs to each -approximant since principal
pairs are unique only up to the names of type variables and diﬀerent type variables are as sociated
to diﬀerent occurrences of term variables.
$1This$

11To

$\eta$
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The name principal pair is justiﬁed by the fact (proved in [86]) that all types
deducible for an -approximant $A$ can be obtained from $pp(A)$ using suitable operations.
$\eta$

$\eta$

We are now interested in studying when we can deduce the principal pair of an
-approximant for another -approximant. We look ﬁrst at some examples.
, and we can
We have that
as follows:
$\eta$

$pp(\lambda f.f\Omega)=\{\emptyset;(\omega\rightarrow\varphi)\rightarrow\varphi\}$

$deduce\vdash_{\eta}\lambda f.f(f\Omega):(\omega\rightarrow$

$\varphi)\rightarrow\varphi$

$\frac{f:\omega\rightarrow\varphi\vdash f:\omega\rightarrow\varphi(var)f:\omega\rightarrow\varphi\vdash f\Omega:\omega(\omega)}{\frac{f:\omega\rightarrow\varphi\vdash f(f\Omega):\varphi}{\vdash\lambda f.f(f\Omega):(\omega\rightarrow\varphi)\rightarrow\varphi}(\rightarrow I)}(\rightarrow E)$

. This example can be generalized, i.e. we can
Note that
always deduce the principal pair of an -approximant for a “better” (w.r. . )
approximant. This follows from the fact that
is the only type deducible for ,
and that can be deduced for any term. So we can state:
$\lambda f.f\Omega\subseteq\lambda f.f(f\Omega)$

$t$

$\subseteq$

$\eta-$

$\eta$

$\Omega$

$\omega$

$\omega$

if

$A\subseteq A^{\prime}$

Let us consider now
following derivation:

and

$pp(A)=\{\Gamma;\tau\}$

then

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

;

$\tau$

.

(12)

$ pp(\lambda xy.xy)=\langle\emptyset;(\varphi\rightarrow\psi)\rightarrow\varphi\rightarrow\psi$

}. We have the

$\frac{x:\varphi\rightarrow\psi\vdash x:\varphi\rightarrow\psi(var)}{\vdash\lambda x.x:(\varphi\rightarrow\psi)\rightarrow\varphi\rightarrow\psi}(\rightarrow I)$

Also this example enlightens a general phenomenon: we can always deduce
the principal pair of an -approximant $A$ for an -approximant obtained by
reducing $A$ . This simply follows from the fact that BCD typings are preserved by
-reduction, as remarked in Section 8. We can then state:
$\eta$

$\eta-$

$\eta$

$\eta$

if

$A\rightarrow_{\eta}*A^{\prime}$

and

$pp(A)=\{\Gamma;\tau\}$

then

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A:\tau$

.

(13)

Now if we want to put together (12) and (13) we need to consider a partial order
on -approximants which embodies both
So we deﬁne the relation
as the least partial order on -approximants such that:
$\subseteq and\rightarrow_{\eta}*$

$\eta$

$\subseteq_{\eta}$

$\eta$

$\bullet$

$\bullet$

$\Omega\subseteq_{\eta}$

$A$

for all

$A\in \mathcal{A}$

;

$\lambda y.xA_{1}\ldots A_{m}y\subseteq_{\eta}xA_{1}\ldots A_{m}$

$\bullet$

if

$A\subseteq_{\eta}A’$

$\bullet$

if

$A_{i}\subseteq_{\eta}A_{i}$

$Using\subseteq_{\eta}$

, then

for

$\lambda x.A\subseteq_{\eta}\lambda x.A$

$1\leq i\leq m$

, then

whenever

$y\not\in FV(xA_{1}\ldots A_{m})$

;

;
$xA_{1}\ldots A_{m}\subseteq_{\eta}xA_{1}\ldots A_{m}$

.

we can conclude
if

$A\subseteq_{\eta}$

$A$

and

$ pp(A)=\langle\Gamma;\tau$

} then

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A’:\tau$

.

The interest of this last statement is that it can be reversed, i.e. we get:

(14)
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$ pp(A)=\langle\Gamma;\tau\rangle$

and

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A:\tau$
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then

$A\subseteq_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

.

is a principal basis if \langle
} $=pp(A)$ for some
Theorem 13.3 by proving the more general statement:

If $pp(A)=\{\Gamma;\tau\},$

$\Gamma$

$\Gamma;\tau$

$\Gamma\subsetneq\Gamma$

‘,

$\Gamma$

‘

is a principal basis, and

$\Gamma^{\prime}\vdash A’:\tau\eta$

$A,$

$\tau$

. We show

then

$A\subseteq_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

by structural induction on $A$ .
The case
is trivial.
$A\equiv\lambda x.B$
Let
and $pp(A)=\{\Gamma;\sigma\rightarrow\tau\}$ where $pp(B)=\langle\Gamma,$
}. If $A’\equiv\lambda x.B$
from
:
, we get by the BCD Generation Lemma
: ,
then by induction
, so we conclude
. If $A$ is a -free term, then
we consider the -approximant
, where is fresh. From
we
get
using rules
and
. So we are in previous case
and we get
. We can conclude
since
.
$A\equiv\lambda x.B$
The case
and
where $pp(B)=\{\Gamma;\tau\}$ can be dealt
similarly.
Let $A\equiv xA_{1}\ldots A_{m}$ and
} where
$pp(A_{i})=\{\Gamma_{i} ; \tau_{i}\}(1\leq i\leq m)$ , and
is fresh. By the BCD Generation Lemma
, . We get (using again
: implies that
is -free, i.e.
the BCD Generation Lemma)
, and
:
for
‘
$1\leq j\leq m$ for some
. Since
is a principal basis, occurs only once in
‘
as rightmost subtype of an arrow type. Moreover the condition
implies
. Therefore we get by the BCD Generation Lemma
and Proposition 9.6 $x\equiv y,$
. The last
relation in turn implies by Proposition 9.6 $m=m$ and
for $1\leq j\leq m$ . So
we get
: , i.e. by induction
for $1\leq j\leq m$ . We can conclude
$ A\equiv\Omega$

$ x:\sigma;\tau$

$\Gamma^{\prime}\vdash_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

$\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$\Gamma,$ $x:\sigma\vdash_{\eta}B^{\prime}$

$B\subseteq_{\eta}B$

$\lambda$

$A\subseteq_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

$\lambda z.A^{\prime}z$

$\Gamma^{\prime}\vdash_{\eta}A’:\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$z$

$\eta$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}\lambda z.A^{\prime}z:\sigma\rightarrow\tau$

$(\rightarrow E)$

$A\subseteq_{\eta}\lambda z.Az$

$\tau$

$(\rightarrow I)$

$A\subseteq_{\eta}A^{\prime}$

$\lambda z.A^{\prime}z\subseteq_{\eta}A’$

$ pp(A)=\langle\Gamma;\omega\rightarrow\tau\rangle$

$ pp(A)=\langle\Gamma;\varphi$

$\Gamma=\cup+_{i=1}^{m}\Gamma_{i}U+\{x:\tau_{1}\rightarrow\ldots\rightarrow\tau_{m}\rightarrow$

$\varphi\},$

$\varphi$

$A^{\prime}$

$\Gamma^{\prime}\vdash_{\eta}A$

$\lambda$

$A^{\prime}\equiv yA_{1}\ldots A_{m}^{\prime}$

$\varphi$

$\Gamma^{\prime}\vdash_{\eta}y:\tau i\rightarrow\ldots\rightarrow\tau_{m},$

$\Gamma‘\vdash_{\eta}A_{j}^{\prime}$

$\rightarrow\varphi$

$\tau_{j}$

$\tau i\cdots,$

$\Gamma$

$\tau_{m},$

$\varphi$

$\Gamma$

$\Gamma\underline{\in}\Gamma^{\prime}$

$ x:\tau_{1}\rightarrow\ldots\rightarrow\tau_{m}\rightarrow\varphi\in\Gamma$

$\tau_{1}\rightarrow\ldots\rightarrow\tau_{m}\rightarrow\varphi\leq\tau i\rightarrow\ldots\rightarrow\tau_{m}^{\prime},$

$\rightarrow\varphi$

$\tau_{j}\leq\tau_{j}$

$\Gamma‘\vdash_{\eta}A_{j}$

$A\subseteq\eta A^{\prime}$

$A_{j}\subseteq_{\eta}A_{j}^{\prime}$

$\tau_{j}$

.

$\square $

The interest of the previous Theorem is that it allows us to discriminate by
typings -terms which have diﬀerent B\"ohm trees. In order to show this, we need to
relate the partial order
with the equality of B\"ohm trees. First notice that the
isomorphism between the set of ﬁnite B\"ohm trees and the set of -approximants
makes
a partial order on ﬁnite B\"ohm trees. Now consider two arbitrary B\"ohm
trees $T$ and
: if for all the cuttings of $T$ there is a “better” (w.r. .
) cutting
$T$
of
and vice versa, then $T$ and $T$ ‘ coincide.
Let us take now two -terms $M$ and $N$ such that $BT(M)\neq BT(N)$ . By
the above we can ﬁnd at least one -approximant $A$ such that
and
$\forall B\in A_{\eta}(N)A\not\subset_{\eta}B$ .
We claim that if $ pp(A)=\{\Gamma;\tau\rangle$ , then
and
. In fact
and
imply by the BCD Approximation
Theorem
. If we assume ad absurdum that
we get again by
the BCD Approximation Theorem
for some
. This implies
by Theorem 13.3, so we get a contradiction.
As last remark, we want to point out the meaning of this result when we consider
the ﬁlter model
discussed in Section 11. First notice that by the BCD
Approximation Theorem and Theorem 11.4 two -terms that have the same Bohm
$\lambda$

$\subseteq_{\eta}$

$\eta$

$\subseteq_{\eta}$

$T^{\prime}$

$t$

$\subseteq_{\eta}$

$\lambda$

$A\in \mathcal{A}_{\eta}(M)$

$\eta$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\tau$

$\Gamma\mu_{\eta}N:\tau$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}A:\tau$

$A\in \mathcal{A}_{\eta}(M)$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}M:\tau$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}N:\tau$

$B\in \mathcal{A}_{\eta}(N)$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}B:\tau$

$A\subseteq_{\eta}B$

$\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T})$

$\lambda$
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tree, i.e. the same set of -approximants, must be equal in this ﬁlter model. Now
assume that two -terms have diﬀerent B\"ohm trees: by the above there are and
. Therefore we
, so they are diﬀerent in
and
such that
of B\"ohm
equality
with
the
coincides
model
ﬁlter
can say that the -theory of this
trees, a result already proved in [84]. The feature of the present proof is that when
two -terms have diﬀerent B\"ohm trees we exhibit a compact element of the model
,
which discriminates between them. In fact we
is the term environment deﬁned in the proof of Theorem 11.5.
where
$\eta$

$\Gamma$

$\lambda$

$\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{T})$

$\Gamma V_{\eta}N:\tau$

$\Gamma\vdash_{\eta}\Lambda f:\tau$

$\tau$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$get\uparrow\tau\subseteq[M]_{\xi_{\Gamma}}and\uparrow\tau\not\subset[N]_{\xi_{\Gamma}}$

$\xi_{\Gamma}$

Further Readings

14

The reader of the present paper has been assumed familiar with -calculus and
Curry assignment system. Those who need background readings may start with
$[90, 54]$ . Barendregt book [15] is the fundamental monograph for the study of typefree -calculus, but it is hardly an introductory book. For -calculus with types
an exhaustive survey is [16].
Intersection type as signment systems have been developed in a number of papers which have been cited in the previous sections. An extensive study of the
syntactical properties of the several systems for intersection types is [8] (see also
$[9, 11])$ . In particular, the papers [32, 86, 85, 10] deﬁne principal type schemes for
various intersection type disciplines. An exposition of the proof-theoretic properties of systems CDV and $CDV_{\psi}$ used as tools for the syntactical study of type-free
and respectively), which
-calculus can be found in [61] (there called systems
makes extensive use of the notion of saturated sets (adaptation of Tait computabil$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\mathcal{D}\Omega$

$\lambda$

$\mathcal{D}$

ity predicate [89]).
The paper [17] gave rise to a number of studies relating intersection type theories
to domain theory and -models. In particular, every inverse limit construction can
be mimicked by a suitable EATS [29, 30, 34, 56, 75, 84]. Chapter 3 of [7] also
-models.
treats intersection types and ﬁlter models in connection with Scott
There also exist ﬁlter models that are isomorphic to Plotkin’s and Engeler’s models,
respectively [76].
In his $PhD$ thesis [3] Alessi gives an account of ﬁlter models as representations
of domains. Moreover he studies certain pathologies of domains with respect to
their representations, by deﬁning a more basic category of models, which admit
a good description in terms of intersection types. See also $[4, 5]$ . In the same
thesis, and in $[57, 47]$ , other categories of domains, like Girard’s qualitative and
quantitative domains, are studied using the intersection types.
All the above-mentioned models are models of the classical -calculus, but
intersection-type disciplines are also suitable for describing models of the -calculus
$[9, 55]$ , of the lazy
-calculus $[2, 18]$ , of the call-by-value -calculus (introduced by
Plotkin in [74]) [49, 78, 79], and of some extensions of the -calculus which include
parallel features [21, 42, 43, 6].
The ﬁnitary descriptions of domains have been a major point of interest. Scott
pioneered this topic with his Information Systems in [87]. Abramsky extended the
$\lambda$

$ D_{\infty}\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\lambda I$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$
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theory to SFP domains in [1], framing it into the paradigm of Stone duality. A
strikingly short, but good introduction to this subject is chapter 10 of [7]. We also
suggest the reading of [20]: it is not exactly about ﬁlter models, but it gives a
perspective to the webbed models (originated with Engeler models [48]), which are
an alternative, though related, ﬁnitary description of -models. See also [75].
The use of trees to study the structure of -models dates to the $70’ s$ . Beside
B\"ohm trees, introduced in Barendregt book [15], and recently considered in [41],
L\’evy-Longo trees have been known and studied at length: see [63, 64, 70]. A
survey of various notions of trees and a study of their description via intersection
type assignment is [14].
Since, given an arbitrary -term, it is undecidable whether it can be typed using
intersection types, it is interesting to look for decidable restrictions, see $[12, 36]$ .
The inhabitation problem for intersection types (given a type decide whether there
is a term typable with that type) is also undecidable [92], but a decidable subsystem
has been devised in [62].
Extensions of intersection types with union and quantiﬁed types, both universal
and existential, have been studied in [51, 66, 13, 23]. The completeness problem for
such systems has been recently settled by Yokouchi in [94]. Intersection and union
types tum out to be powerful enough to discriminate L\’evy-Longo trees $[45, 46]$ .
Systems of intersection types \‘a la Church are not trivial to deﬁne: they have
been extensively studied in [81, 82, 83, 72, 73, 25, 26] and applied to type disciplines
for object oriented languages in [27].
Lastly we mention that intersection and union types have been extensively used
to prove properties of programs, like strictness analysis, detection of dead code, etc.
Pioneers in this ﬁeld were the $PhD$ thesis of Benton [19] and Jensen [59] and the
paper [35]. The recent $PhD$ thesis by Mossin [69] and Damiani [40] contain the
last developments and the references to the large literature on the subject.
$\lambda$

$\lambda$

$\lambda$
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